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Life in· the slow lane

Sluggish Internet connections
go beyond JMU's wires
BY

Ku.ey WALAWENDER

contributing writu

Despite an upgrade to JMU's computer systems and services, problems
outside of the university's control have
caused slow Internet coMections tQ start
off the school year.
j.W. Myers, assistant vice president
for information technology, said problems are resulting from inefficient service from Sprint, which is experiencing
problems with its routers.
The JMU network is connected to
Network Virginia, which is administert'd
by Sprint. Myers said Sprint underesti-

SGAdi

mated the giant increase in Internet users
when students returned to college in
September. This has resulted in slower
connections with Network Virginia,
which JMU cannot control.
"They (Sprint) have had bobble after
bobble," Myers saki. "They still have not
got things totally resolved."
All public universities and colleges in
the state are among the 600 to 800 customers served by Network Virginia,
Myers said. Network Virginia was operated by Virginia Tech, until Sprint took
over the duties a few years ago.
Myers said Sprint's inexperience with
the large influx of coUege students con-

tributed to the delays.
He said Sprint's initial difficulties
were not a surprise, but he expected the
problems to be solved by the second
week of classes. Yet they continue to persist.
Myers said problems should be
resolved in the near future, but breakdowns in new technology can affect the
status.
Senior Robbie Carman said, " I can't
get the multimedta technology off the
Internet that l'ci like. J can't download
any movies and music."
In April, Yahoo! lntunet Ufe ranked
JMU 48 in their list of 'The Nation's 100
Most Wired Universities."
Schools were ranked based on the
percentage ol computers wired in class-

see SWW, page 9

r· ot at first meeting

Bill to publicize SGA :S commitment to issue tabled, some want clearer message
BY STACY SMmi
SGA reporter

MINA ADIBPOUR/slilffpht:Hngi'CI(JNr

Colle&• of EducMion and PsycholoCY Sen. Catle Campbelllntroduc.. a bill about
publlclzln& SGA'I dedication to lnvestlaatlnC the Forett HUll riot on Tuesday.

IIIII
'Fear' and Lo8thlnC on MTV
MlV sends six young adults to an
abandoned prison for three nights ...
alone. Style's aot the Inside scoop!

,.,. 21

The Student Government Association
spent most of its first meeting of the year
discussing the Aug. 25 Forest Hills riot.
A bill was introduced in Tuesday's
meeting that, if passed, would publicize
the otganization's dedication to active
involvement in investigating student concerns about the riot.
"We are very concerned for the safety
of the students that were there and we are
concerned for the reputation of our university," SGA President Mark Sullivan said.
SCA hopes to obtain an understanding
of the actions that occurred at Forest Hills
in order to prevent a similar situation from
happening again.
While the Community Coalition recommended immediate, short-term and longterm actions to JMU President Linwood
Rose to help prevent such events from
reoccurring, Sullivan said the incident was
not adequately addressed.
"My view is that we can't fix a problem
unless we talk about the problem," Sullivan said.

Sullivan said the coalition rushed discussion of the Forest Hills incident to have
a quick fix to present to! larrisonburg and
theJMU community.
At recent coalition meetings, he was
only allotted about 10 minutes to present
his concerns, Sullivan said.

_,,_____

We are very concerned for
the safety of the students
thllt were there ...

,,_

- Mark Sullivan

_____ president
SGA

Sullivan and other members of the
executive coundl have talked directly with
Harrisonburg police, viewed tapes of the
event, coUected information from students
and met with city council members and
university administrators.

They Didn't Spike a Chance

A Cadaverous Experience

The JMU women's volleyball team defeated
state rival Radford on Tuesday 3-0, and now
prepares for the JMU Invitational this weekend. P~&e29

Professor Brenda Seal uses cadavers as
well as a unique teaching style to help her
students leam the inner workings of the
human body. Pacet 20.21

~t SGA, page
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Today
Mostly cloudy

A JMU student reportedly
observed a female on a sidewalk
near Frederikson Hall lying in her
own vomit and body nulds Sept 17
at 2:30 a.m. Two or three people
were try1ng to help her Into the
resrdenoe hall. While the bystander
phoned the N'lice for help, she was
approached by one male from the
group who reportedly physically
assaulted and verbally abused her.
The mtox1cated s tudent was
taken to RMH ER and was issued a
summons
for
underaged
possess1on of alcohol.
The reported assault and battery
is still under mvestigat1on and the
culpnt has been descnbed as a
white male, approximately 5-feet-10
mches, w1th short blonde hatr and
blue eyes He was weanng a blue
and wh1te sh1rt

·High 79 Low 55
Drug Law VIolation
• A JMU student was judicially
referred for a drug law violation after
admitting to previously smoking
marijuana Sept. 16 at 11 :53 p.m.
when the odor was smelled in a
residence hall on campus.

Underaged Possession of
Alcohol
• A JMU student was charged With
underaged possession of alcohol
Sept. 16 at 1:09 a.m. at the G-lot
bus stop. The student suffered from
alcohol poison1ng and was taken to
the RMH ER for treatment.
• Two JMU students were charged
w1th underaged possess1on o f
alcohol 1n 0-3 lot near Chesapeake
and Potomac Halls Sept 16 at
11:53 p.m
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CORRECTION
The opinion column "Student
responds to Commumty Coalition
efforts" on page 17 or the Sept. 14
tssue of The Breeze incorrectly
stated that Student Government
Association President Mark Sullivan had satd the next Community
Coalition would be held 1n November.
The Breeze regrets the error.
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"... they can get a brain injury
from a little fender-bender.,

'-= Communicate like a pro
Hartford professor Don
Ellis speaks on improving
communication
PillS

WILLIAM WALKER

psycho/oF professor
see below

Many activities fill Homecoming week
Bv
SARAH JONES
staffwriter

•

The parade will be held Oct. 6 at 6 p .m. The spiri t
committee has put together information on how to build
a float, which is available at registration. Organizations
that elect not to construct a float are encouraged to walk
in the parade.
The Marching Royal Dukes are the newest and largest
addition to this year's parade. llle 4SO.member band will
march in the back of the parade.
Accompanying the band and the floats will be JMU
President Linwood Rose, riding in an antique Rolls-

"We e ncourage spectators to come out," said Dana
Ensley, co·advisor for the Parade Committee. "The best
Each year, Homecoming day draws alumni and stuplace to watch from is Hoffman Field."
dents to Bridgeforth Stadium to watch the football game
Students can also showcase their Homecoming spirit
or to just socialize, but much more work goes on behind
by entering the car decorating contest. Cars will be disthe scenes than what is seen on the turf.
played throughout campus on Oct 6 for s tudents to vote
11le Homecoming Student Spirit Committee has been
fo r their favorite. The winner will receive an all-zone
working since January to plan the numerous events that
parking pass courtesy of JMU Parking Services.
lead up to the Oct. 7 contest.
'This is a great chance for individual students to get
"We have a core group of about 25 students working
involved," said senior Meghan Hargraves, CO<hair of the
to organize the different events," said senior Jill
Homecoming Spirit Committee. "And the prize is
Zagora, the spirit committee co-<:hai:r.
, . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . awesome ... contestants just have to make sure
These s tudents met with alumni, faculty and
.Jt1l ~.IY 3M ,. 1'\
they are registered with parking services."
staff members during a retreat in January to brain,_, r~
J~l U
·~
V
Other Homecoming week activities include a
storm ways to get the student body involved
frU.,
Saba4a,
kickoff beach party at UREC, Sunset o n the Quad,
throughout the entire Homecoming week.
Octo..,. s
Octohi' 1
oc:tow, Commons Day and a 5K walk/ run.
" We are trying to get more students particiThe beach party will take place Oct. 2 and feapating,'' Zagora said. " [One way is] by having •:~~t, Sva•~::.
Car ~:::::.U.t ~=~:'.t;uo
free food, music and volleyball. Spirit comorganizations and clubs compete for prize packA ~oppcHo
,._.. _,
mittee members will also be givmg students a
10
9 ':1/'
ages, which they win by earning incentive '~;,~::j,-'
Pmu
~:_:;;-·
t :lo • ·"'
chance to win various prizes and trinkets.
points."
lreolcd-~nt
11 :oo 0 • 111 •
tlo~~<,::ua
Sunset on the Quad will feature JMU a cappella
Any club, organization or group can register to
Club
- 2 :00 P· 111 •
groups and other musical guests on Ocl4.
3 100 ' · "'·
eam "Madison Magic Points" and ultimately have
s :oo P·"'·
Pude
''This was a huge success last year, and this year
a chance at winning the prize. Groups are encourl"toou, MAD• .
we were able to get all the a cappella groups to
aged to work together to earn points by attending
Pruid:".' Ao•• perform, plus the Breakdandng Club will also peror w inning events and displaying their purple
~i~':;'!:~c• . form," Hargraves said.
and gold pride.
Ofot.nlzotloM
On Oct. 5, Commons Day will feature games an.d
''Last year I<A (fraternity) and ZfA (sorority)
more prizes. Prizes include pompoms, little footKATIE WILSONt --.r.,. balls, playing cards, pens that blow bubbles and
combined together and ended up winning for the
large group," Zagora said.
many more fun items.
Groups can register at UREC, First Year
Before the football game, the fifth annualSK Fun
Involvement in Huffman Hall, the Warren Hall
Walk/Run will be held, with proceeds benefiting
information desk or the University Health Center. Royce, and bulldogs &om local breeders wiU make their the student recreational group PRO-REC
Groups will be classified according to size to give all par- way from CISAT down to Godwin Field.
"Everyone is encouraged to participate ... you can
ticipants a chance to win.
"Last year was the first (parade); it was such a sue- walk or run," said Bob Golson, coordinator of intramural
Groups are urged to create a banner for the annual cess,,. Zagora said. "The floats were awesome. There are sports. "We usually have at least40 walkers, and last year
contest and also build floats for the Homecoming Day options available for everyone to participate.H
there were even a few alumni mothers with strollers."
parade. Banners will be displayed on Godwin Hall durEven though there is an emphasis on recruiting clubs
The purpose of the week's events is to get as many
ing the week and must be turned in to Wilson HaU 215 by and organizations for the parade, the spirit committee students from all different aspects of campus involved
5 p.m. on Sept. 29. First Year Involvement provides all the hopes to get individuals involved. One way is to watch with Homecoming and to have fun, Zagora and Harnecessary supplies for creating a banner. .
the parade on Friday night.
graves said.
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Center offers brain trauma aid
BY N ICKI CLONINGER

contributing writer

A neuropsychology clinic at JMU is
now in operation in response to an
increase in students who have reportedly been diagnosed with a traumatic
brain injury.
Traumatic brain injuries (TBis) are relatively common among the 18-to 25-yearold age group. An estimated 500,000 to
one million people suffer a TBI each year.
The primary cause of TBis is automobile accidents, which account for 50 percent of all cases. Unknown to most people,
a seemingly harmless fender-bender can
cause a TBI.
Psychology professor William Walker
said TBI is the "silent epidemic" because
many people are not aware that they have
it. "They many not know they can get a
brain injury from a little fender-bender,"
he said.
TBLcan result from automobile accidents, falls, fighting, skateboarding,
rollerblading and mountain biking. The
symptoms of TBI affect physical, mental

and behavioral aspects of the body. Physical symptoms include nausea, vomiting,
fatigue, dizziness, blurred vision f\nd
sleep disturbances, Walker said.
MentaUy, TBI can affect attention and
concen tratio n , perception, memory,
speech and language. TBl can also change
someone's personality as well as making
them irritable, uninhibited, anxious and
impulsive.
"Friends of people who suffer from
TBl can't figure out what's going on with
the person." Walker said.
In the past year, 25 to 30 JMU students
had a documented case of TBl, said lou
Hedrick, director of the office of d.isabilities. He also said the actual number is
probably higher.
"lt is likely that there are a significant
number of additional students who have
s urvived mild to moderate brain injury
and are experiencing frustration with their
performance, but may be unaware that
the impact has been a result of a brain
injury," Hedrick said.
Due to the number of students at JMU

who have TBis, Walker has opened the
new neuropsychology clinic on campus.
Walker came to JMU's psychology
department five years ago as a neuropsy·
chologist. He wanted to open a neuropsychology clinic at JMU to provide for the
needs of JMU students and for people in
the Harrisonburg area. Currently, the clinic treats patients and trains graduate psychology students in applied programs.
The clinic sees approximately four
JMU students on a regular basis as weU as
referrals from other colleges such as thP
University of Virginia. Services are provided by doctoral interns and doctoral
students under the supervision of Walker.
The fee schedule for the clinic is based on
a sliding scale, meaning p eople pay
according to their income. The standard
minimum fee is $250.
"1 want other s tudents who have been
injured to know that we are here and we
can help lhem," Walker said.
The severity of TBI can range from
mild to severe. Ten to 20 percent of TBI
cases are so severe the victim can't fully

recover. JMU s tudents who have TBls are
often trying to come back to school after
having been injured . The clinic, along
with Disabilities Services, tries to provide
for patients' needs to make the transition
from injury to college easier.
Once a student has a documented case
of TBI, they can work with Disabilities
Services and Walker to learn to cope with
the problem.
'1t's just getting them [students with a
TBJ} to come forward, that's the problem,"
Walker said. " It's hard for a s tudent to
admit to a brain injury, they try to tough it
out for themselves."
Walker is also planning to begin a support group for TBJ survivors this fall , due
to student requests.
In order to be evaluated by the ne uropsychology clinic or for more information, call Walker at x6389 or e-mail walkernw@jmu.edu. The neuropsychology clinic Web site is cep.jmu.cdu/neltroclinic. To
contact the Office of Disabilities, call x6705
or visit the Web site at Wtuw.jmu.edu/dis-

abilityse".
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ARE YOU HAVING FUN YET?
If your current living choice is not
wh at you dreamed of... t here is still
a ch ance t o be the first one t o live
in a brand new apartment at ...

Saturday, September 30, 2000
9:00 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.
T h ere are 15 bedrooms left and you
deserve e newest and the best!

Naval Surface Warfare Center Dahlgren Division
JD' s Conferen ce Center - Building 216
Dahlgren, Virginia
Seeking 300
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Electrical cngineerirg
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Computer Sciences
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Aerospace Engineering
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Symposium begins with speaker
Hartford professor discusses improving transformative communication
BY LYNETTE DlAZ

contributing writer
The importance of transformative
c~~munica ti on in the public and

av1c world was the topic for the first
speaker of the "Civic Renewal and
the University" 2000 Madison Symposium .
Don Ellis, professor of communications at the University of Hartford,
spoke to students and faculty on Monday in Wilson Hall about ways to
improve communication between dif.
ferent groups. More than 600 people
attimded the presentation.
"Differences among people are
natural, but the only one way to close
the gaps is effective communication,"
Ellis said.
The use of the Internet and other
personal media, according to Ellis, is
not as beneficial to society as it may
seem. The average person s pends
3,000 hours a year using media and
only 2,000 hours sleeping. Instead of
connecting people, media makes it
harder for individuals to commune
and easier to be solitary.
" We're suffering from excess
information," Ellis said. "Instead of
being separated by classes, our culture is split by slices of interest and
the media that enforces it"
In conjunction with Ellis' presentation, a panel of JMU professors discussed the affect of verbal and nonverbal symbols Monday afternoon.

" l answered questions [at the
symposium] regarding communication in the areas of gender and language," sociology professor Mary
Lou Wylie said. "It's essential for students to learn how to communicate
effectively."
Dialogue and personal narrative
listening were some examples Ellis
offered as ways to improve communication. Transformative communication, Ellis said, is a positive way to
promote change because of its direct·
ness.
"Only when groups transform the
way they communicate wUI they
resolve conflict," he said. "Transformati.ve communication doesn't exist
to change people, but to help them
work together and asks them to open
their minds to othets.''
Students said learning to communicate more effectively is an important
asset, but some think it may not be so
easy to teach.
"I think the communication tech·
niques Dr. Ellis spoke about would be
beneficial for students not only in college, but out in the business world,"
sophom ore health sciences major
Valerie Sommer said. " lt's all a matter
o f educating them thoroughly, and
helping them understand the differences among people."
The symposium concludes tonight
with a presentation on journalism and
public life in Wilson at 7 p.m .

MEGHAN MONTGOMBRYisJUjfphlJtogmpher

Don Ellis, a communications professor at the University of Hartford, speaks to a crowd In
Wilson Hall Sunday night about ways to Improve communication between different groups.

·Students win athletic discrimination case
.

Two JMUers among 11 ex-high school f emale athletes who defeated VHSL this summer
BY TARA HAFER

staff writer

Some JMU students spent their summer working, some spend it lounging and
some spent it flying back and forth to
Charlottesville to give testimony in a dis·
crimination case againSt the Virginia High
School League
For four years, 11 female athletes, two of
whom are current JMU students, have been
attempting to ensure that all student athletes are allowed equal opportunity to par·
ticipate in the high school sport of their
choice.
Their efforts came to fruition in July,
when a U.S. District Court ruled against
VHSL, which oversees sports in Virginia's
public schools.
Although no specific damages were
requested, each of the 11 plaintiffs were
awarded $17,000.
"We were really surprised, we weren't
asking for money," JMU sophomore and
co-plaintiff Julie Melkerson said. "All we
wanted was for the sports to be aligned so
that no girl would have to go ~ugh .w~t
we did. The important part of this ruling IS
that the VHSL has to align the sports."
Groundwork for the lawsuit dates back
to 1995, when two Suffolk high schools
raised concern after a change in athlet!c
divisions from Group AA to AAA caused

sports seasons to conflict.
the rights of citizens, regardless of gender.
Melkerson said that at the end of her
"FemaJes were obviously being treated
freshman year at Lakeland High School, differently than males," Allston said, '1£
the shift in divisions caused the realign- my daughter were a male, she wouldn' t
ment of three women's sports: basketball, have gone through what she had to."
volleyball and tennis. The sports were
In the letter, Allston included informanow all sched.uled during the fall seasun, tion he collected from surveys completed
forcing female athletes to choose one sport by several Suffolk-area high school stuover the others.
dents. The surveys showed the students
These sports remained aligned for all believed they s hould not have to p ick
male athletes, thus preventing them hav- between sports.
"After that, 10 of us got together with
ing to choose one over the other.
JMU sophomore Rebecca Sherard Mr. Allston and his daughter, and filed a
experienced the same difficulties with her sujt against the VHSL," Sherard said.
sports at Suffolk's Nansmond River High "That was August of 1997."
School during this time. Sherard p layed
Allston said for about three years after
tennis and field hockey, bothre-aligned as they filed, court dates were pushed back,
fall sports. She was forced to pick one over depositions were taken and surveys were
the other.
administered by the VHSL.
"It always seemed unfair to me," Sher- ·
"This affected so many girls, we were
ard said, "But it wasn't until my assistant just the only ones to take a stand," Shervice principal, Kevin Allston, b rought it to ard said.
my attention that I really started doing
. Allston said this july, all eleven girls
anything about it."
were flown to C harlottesville for nine
Allston first wrote the VHSL in July of days of testimony and deposition.
1995, accusing the VHSL of being in violaAfter three hours of deliberation, the
tion of Title IX and the equal protection jury found the VHSL in violation of Title
clause under the U.S. Constitution. Title IX 1X and the equal protection clause under
prohibits sex discrimination in any educa- the U.S. Constitution. The plaintiffs asked
tional program that receives federal funds. U.S. District Judge James Michael )r. to
The equaJ protection clause prevents states order the VHSL to realign girls' sports seafrom making or enforcing laws that restrict sons so they coincid e in all groups state-

wide. But changes for the current school
year were not requested.
Following the ruling, Ke n Tilley, the
VHSL executive director, said changes
will not be immediate, as the league considers an appeal.
"We never went for money," Allston
said. " My daughteF was so shocked when
she found out she was getting money."
But Allston said he doesn't think the
girls will be receiving the money anytime

soon.
"The VHSL is already in the process of
voting on an appeal," Allston said. "If this is
the case, their money wiU be tied up for

years.''
"] have found gender discrimination to
be more rampant than any other discrimi·
nation," Allston said. " l honestly feel for
females, there are over 300 high-powered
educa tors that still don't have a grip on
discrimination of females."
Allston said in meetings with other
high school administrators, gender discrimination is seldom discussed.
Allston said three other states that are
curre ntly in the process of working
through similar cases.
" It's scary to think they (VHSL) may
appeal this case, but we will prevail," Allston said. "We will go all the way to the
Supreme Court if we have to."
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Deli 2 years
in a rowl
.

Meal Plan EVER
You
Had.
2035-5 1 E. Ma rket St.

Sk y line Village Plaza. Next to ABC

433-4090

<

JMU Students
Raspberry

------------------- ,:

: Buy one
I

I

I

: get one

1

:

:

I

FREE
expires I0/5/00

Present this coupon for a

I

FREE FACEPLATE

1

-------------------'

1

in your choice of color,
when you sign up for service at

CELLULAR
·'f"illtliu, iw

Exclusive Student Calling Plans!

· Tarot Cards · Plychic Palm
and Anye/ Readings

I

I

I
I

i

•

MONICA will help }'OU find ii higher
level of fulfillmmt at conquering •
your drums ud desires in I.ove
She will enter your Aura a.nd
l ncrgy of vibr;uions through the
spi ritu<~l realm or r.S.P. She can
bring fo rward Vf)Ur c:nul·mat(',
enhance your career and brighten
your health. MONICA holds the ker
10 overcome aJI obstacle~ & conditions Lhc1t mav bt> J>ctrt of fOUr life.

I
I

I

· Better Coverage · Better Service · Better Value

Visit our convenient
Harrisonburg locations:
Spotswood
Valley Square

(Valley Mall)

(near Kroger)

574-2299

433-7676

Valley Mall
(near Belk Court)

433-0550

Wai-Mart

Super
Wai-Mart
(Rt. 42)

432-1683
• Some restrlclioM apply
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For Reservations or Take Out

thege

433-0961

815 East Market Street
Harrisonburg, VA 2280 I
33 East • 2 BloclCs West of 1-8 1

r1~gt~~l eVe~tg

Visit our website for a surprise gift, courtesy of L' ltalia

www.italiarestaurant.com

~tJber -

COLOR COPIES - PRINTING- BINDING

kinko•s·

• Beach Party Kickoff

HARRISONBURG

• Sunset on the Quad

1010 SoUTH MAIN Sr. • 540-433-9287

• Commons Day
• Homecoming Parade

• 5K Fun Walk/Run

• Godwin Field ·Festival
• JMU Football vs. Villanova

Open 24 hours • www.klnkos.com • 1-800-2-KINKOS
America Online• Keyword: Kinko's

r------------- - --------,I
4¢ BLACK & WHITE COPIES

I
I
II
I
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Because SOmeday
you might not
•
have as much halr.
The

best way to
record your style

is in the 2001 edition
. ofThe Bluestone.

GET YOUR PICTURE TAKEN THIS WEEK!

9 A.M. - 5 P.M.
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday- TAYLOR 311
Friday- TAYLOR 202
* Times and places subject to change.

B
The Bluestone
The Yearbook of James Madison University
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SGA holds first meeting of year
SGA., from pGgt 1

SGA has collected approximately
100 surveys &om students present at
the riot. Members said they hope the
survey will provide insight to the
actual events and concerns regarding the incident
ln addition, the SGA hopes to
make a firm commitment to students to pursue a greater unders tandin g of police a n d student
actions on that night
The SGA proposes to publicize
their comm itment in a full-page
Brect advertisement.
"We have been w orking really
hard on trying to make the students
heard," Sullivan said. " We want
people to know that we have not
roTgotten about it, and that we are
behind the students on this."
College of Education and Psychology Sen. Catie Campbell introduced the bill and said she had initial reservations about SGA involve-

ment
" I have been learning about
problems he (Sullivan) has been
having with [the Coalition] and reaJi.z.ing the council is not moving on it
and we are," Campbell said. "SGA is
ready to go after it and satisfy the
students' concerns."
Campbell also said the administration's initiatives did not meet students' demands.
" From the lack of information
students have been given, you
would expect administration would
clear things up," she said.
A motion to table the Forest Hills
Resolution bill was passed. SGA
representatives will vote on the bill
again after revision at the next meet-

ing on Tuesday.
Some SGA members wanted the
bill to convey a clear statement to
the student body.
At-Large Sen. Marie Lyons suggested tabling the motion to make
sure the bill has a stronger statement
to students about SGA's concern.
Still under consideration is the possibility of signing representative
names to the bill to assure the student body of their concern. About 10
senators disc:t::i.sed forest Hills and
said they were in opposition of the
bill because they wanted ad to be
clearer than in the fonnat of an SGA

SWW, from pogt 1

bill
''I want to make sure we are
addressing the right concerns,"
Lyons said.
In addition to fir.nly stating the
SGA's invo:vement in addressing
the Forest Hills incident, members
hope to mediate issues between stu- eating $1,000 to bring up at a later
dents and police.
date.
Sullivan's plan for the future
SGA plans to organize a voter
includes mediating sit-down discus- registration drive, with the help of
sions with police and city council in social work majors to "get students
addition to attending Community registered ahead of time for the
Coalition meetings in which he will upcoming presid ential election,"
speak on behalf of the students.
Sullivan said.
Sullivan said mediation is essenThey also discussed promoting
tial to preventing this kind of inci- SE>.xuaJ assault awareness and mak·
dent &om happenblg again.
ing students more aware of the
"If you don't understand history, "Your Right to Know" bulletins in
you're doomed to repeat it," SuUi- the near future.
van said.
Sullivan also elaborated on an
While the Forest H.iJJs incident is increase of student input through
the SGA's primary concern, other referendum. '"Thei-e are many issues
topics are on this semester's agenda.
including parking, sweatshop labor
Sen. Amanda Klein introduced and other things along with Forest
Sister Speak Finance Bill, a student- Hills that we want to take accurate
run journal on feminist ideas and student views on when we present
women's issues, poetry, short fic- s uggestions to the Board of Visition, artwork and photography; allo- tors," he said.

rack batr;lll'l
t~ Facllltltt -~-~l)t
Md 2:30a.m. Sept. 1
The bike wu loc:Md tvough .. Builclng on P....-.on ~·...,.·-"~
811 .-npty liquor boale .,.,...,
qulck·releale wheel. The wheel
p.m. on Sept. and 9-.SO a.m.
was lound at the 101118.
on
Sept. 15.
• Four aigna.locatld at 1he conThe estlme•ed damage Is
atructlon Ill near Blidgabth 81&dlum were reported stolen by $1,000.
nnown per:aon(t) betaf;een 5 p.m. • The passenger-side window
was reportedly broken out of a
Sept. 15 and 2 p.m. Sept. 18.
The value of the llgnlll estinat- vehicle parked In R-1 lot betttMen 1
o.m. and 10:45 p.m. on Sepl15.
edat$400.
Noltq W8l reported IIIOIIn.
•
The window at a vetidl n H-lot
Petty Larceny
W8l
repoMdy broken by ......
• A sign was reported stolen from
rock
or a 'Be between 11:30 a.m.
Long Fleld/Mauck Stadium
between 5 p.m. Sept. 16 and 1 on Sept. 5 and 11:15 p.m. on Sept.
p.m. Sept. 17. The 88limat8d worfl 15.
• A windoW WM .-.poMdly broken
til 1he sign Ia $100.

1•

A slow start
for network

.................

rooms, the number of public computers bought
within the past two years, the amount of Web and
network space available to students and the operating hours at the help desk and computer labs.
Myers said the JMU network currently serves
9,200 users, an increase of over 800 since May. The
number of users at the end or the 1998-99 school
year was 6AOO, and only 41400 users were registered
at the end of the 1997-98 year.
Despite the Internet slowdowns, the JMU computer system continues to offer improved services
to its expanding number of users.
Upgrades include a new design for the JMU
Web site, easier access to the JMU network from
apartments and greater efficiency in registering and
checking class schedules from students' own computers.
Myers said apartments with the proper size line
installed provide students with a good Internet connection.

"The new OMU) Web page is very user friendly," freshman Amanda Long said. "JMU has made
it accessible and simple for all of its students to
understand."
Students have also benefited from improved
technical support service this year.
"Setting up my computer at the beginning of the
year seemed easier," sophomore Diana Patte~n
said. "There were tech support people located m
my dorm to answer any questions in case a problem should arise."
To enable the JMU community to take full
advantage or the campus network, Myers said the
university is awaiting the results of an adv.an~ed
setup, which is being experimented with at V1rginia
Tech.
Myers said the new set-up would create a ~ter
service with Network Virginia and in tum prov1de
a much faster Internet connection at jMU.
Virginia Tech began transmitting test data over
the new set-up Sept. 12, but encountered problems
that forced a shutdown. The trial set-up restarted
Monday, and Myers said he is awaiting word on its
status.
"This is not easy work by any stretch of the
imagination," Myers said. " It seems like Murphy's
(law) has been involved in several s teps along the
~~
.
Myers said the use of new, more productive
technology has been difficult to implement, resulting in delays.
But as soon as Virginia Tech stabilizes the new
set-up and transfers university computer traffic to
it, JMU is on a list to follow suit, he said.
Myers said he did not have a time frame for
when the improvements may occur, but plans to
release a statement on the situation to the JMU community.

•IBPcb•

• A
P8f80il- lighted
lllhe rear of Sholta Hal at 9:42
p.m. on Sept. 18. The ,pubject was
reported as a white male with a
slander build and long blond hair.
He wa said to be wearing a black
T·ahlrt, ba&eball cap and white
gkMII.

fUnblr at drUnk In pOOiic charges

Iince Aug. 28: t•

Number of parking tickets l&$ued
between Sept. 11 and Sept. 17:

781

STAFF WRITER WORKSHOP

MONDAY @

3:30

BREEZE OFFICE

CALL x6127 w/ QUESTlONS

......

James Madison University
O ffice of the VIce President ror StUdent Affairs

Organ &TISsue

•~ ~ ~ I}
~

MSC 7004
Harisonburg. VA 22807
(540) 568-3685
(540) 568-2338 Fax

DONATION

Share your life. Sl~are your decision~
for a free brochure about Organ & Tissue
()(mation, call 1-800-355-SHARE.

Caalil icm 0 11 Douolion

Phyal ~•l

.

Th~npy

Personal Attention In A
Comfortable Atmosphere

('General Orthopedics
('Sports Injuries

September 14, 2000
Multicultural Workshop

'
Greetings! It is great to have the energy back on campus this fall, as we begin a new year at
JMU. Last October, the Division of Student Affairs hosted a Multicultural Workshop open to
the entire university community. Over one hundred students, faculty, staff and administrators
participated in gathering ideas regarding how we mjght enhance our multicultural efforts. The
event yielded excellent ideas, many of which have already been implemented and come to
fruition.
I would like to invite all members of the JMU communjty to participate in our second
Multicultural Workshop to be held on October 4, from 6:00 - 8:00p.m., in Taylor 202. The
purpose of the workshop this year is twofold: (1) to provide an update on the progress we have
made on items generated last year, and (2) to identify other issues that should receive focus and
attention this year.
Last year, through the collaborative efforts of students, faculty, staff and administrators, the
university made positive strides in the multicultural arena. Examples include: the decision to
cancel classes to commemorate the birthday of Martin Luther King, increased multicultural
programming dollars, and the implementation of new minority student recruitment strategies.
Although we have made some progress, there is still much work to be done.

('Burn & Wound Ci:!re

During the 1999-00 academic year, the university identified a set of defining characteristics that
we would like to describe JMU in the year.2008. One of those characteristics states, "The
University will seek a heterogeneous community to participate in a homogeneous JMU
experience/' The overall intent of the workshop is to enable us to move towards realizing this
goal, as we advance closer to the centennial of our university.

Flexible Hours & Scheduling
We File Most Insurance
Claims For You

JMU is enriched through the different backgrounds, perspectives and experiences that our
students, faculty, staff and administrators bring to our community. By working together, we can
continue to enjoy progress and truly advance the teaming goals of our university.

('Hand Therapy
( ' B ack & Neck Care

BACK IN ACTION
PHYSICAL THERAPY

564-1600
755-F CANTRELL AVE.
(Next to Hardees)
HARRISONBURG, VA

I look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,

~Mark J. Wamer
Vice President
Student Affairs
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TH/\T NOW! WE'VE
GOT BIGGER
PROBLEMS!
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"To the press alone, chequered
as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the triumphs
which Juroe been gained by
rfQSOn and hunuurity over error

and oppression."
-/ArMS Madison
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EDITORIAL

Rose shouldn't hide untkr alcohol abuse umbrella

Watch out students, the biggest in the way."
And thus, the cover-up begins.
umbrella you've ever seen is about to
enclose JMU . It will s helter you fro m
This decree, which was followed
the stor m, you'll s uddenly fee l that with a lengthy list of why lack of sleep
EDITORIAL POLICY everything is perfectly fine, a ll the time. is a big problem for Rose, immediately
Or, so that is what JMU President avoids several issues at hand .
The hrose al•tonal reflects the opamon of the Lmwood Rose would have you believe.
In the Sept. 18 ise;ue of Tl1e Breeu,
eduunal bo.m.l us o~ whole, and as not
n<!l:ts).lrily the urlnlon of any IOOIVadual staff Rose addressed the JMU population
member of w Brt(~o!
with a statement babed on recommen·
dations from the Community Coalition.
EDITORIAL BoARD:
Within this statement, however, Rose
Gina Montefusco ... editor
also
began the cover-up of the century
\Jison Manser ... managing editor
by creating the alcohol abuse umbrella.
Steve Glass ... opinion t-dilor
Alcohol abube, which Ro!,c has basi·
ca
II
y labeled the root of -a II evtl, will
lettc"' h> the eJttor 'houkl hi; no more than
now
become an excuc;e for the not and
Rose conveniently avoids the fact
500 ~urJ.\, culumru. shooiJ be no more th.an
other
recent
acts
of
violence.
that the Harrisonburg police may have
800 wnrtls, and lxath wtll be pubiL,hed on J
•r.1ce .waal.ilile basis. They m~t be delivereJ to
"We must address the underlying a hand in the wrong doings at the ForTht Brttte by noon Tuesdoly or 5 p.m Frada~. conditions that lead to party behavior est H1lls riot He immediately assumes
Tht Brtttt re:.crvcs the nght 10 edu for ciamy that ultimately negatively influences lhat alcohol was the cause of the recent
and Sl'l'te·
those not directly involved with the fight at the SAE fraternity, an incident
The oplntons an this section do not necessnraly
in which the police have said that alcoreflect the opmaon oft~ new--paper, thas iwff, party," Rose wrote.
He
continued,
"Alcohol
abuse
is
a
hol played a role, but the actual reasons
or james MllJiiOn Umversary.
societal problem ... It is a JMU problem have yet to be released, according to
and we must attend to it.''
the Sept. 14 Breeze article.
"Alcohol abuse," he said, "is getting
ln his article, he cautions, "1 have nol

_,,_____

... Judicially JMUhas a
habit ofpwzishing
scapegoats effectively.

_____

,,_

written this s ta tement to condemn.''
However, in the cover-up process,
~ose has now labeled JMU as a school
with a serious alcoh ol abuse problem.
And the solu ti on to the "a lco hol
abuse problem," stiffening up the judicial system is weak, beca use judicially
JMU has a habit of punishing scape·
goats effectively.
We think you'll find that down the
road thts "prohlcm " wi ll also be an
excuse for any future altercations at
JMU. Rose can explain that we h?ve an
alcohol ab u se p r oblem that we arc
working on as he allows more and
more students to be admitted to the
university.
Granted some JMU students may have
alcohol abuse problems, however, using
alcohol abuse to cover-up recent v1olent
acts is not helping those who need it and
only hurting those who don't.
So as the cover-up process takes
stride, keep your eyes open wide,
because the ma rvel of how these phe·
nomenal public relations stunts take
shape IS an amaLing thing to witness.

Spotlight Question: What's the best bathroom on campus?
"I haw afmr ofall
public

''TIIal realty tall
tree out by
Warrw Hall
because
tile
leaves arr so
soft."

lxltllrooms."

SPOTLIGHT

J ESSICA FOSSETrlrtmlrllmtmg phowgraphu

tepha nle Williams
sophomore, arl

Mike Setti
junior. theatre

"I lrnveu't fouud

ont yet "

Laticha Fleming
sophomore, psychology

"D-lwll been use
tl1ey are so
frtqmmtly u~d."

Brycen Davis
junior. SMAD
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MARK SULLIVAN

Sullivan responds to Community Coalition column
It was in last Thursday's Breeze that
I was asked, pomt blank, what is still
unresolved about the Forest Hills incident that has been dominating our
university's attention for the last few
weeks. The author, Hilarie Nicolson,
~eminded us of the old saying, ''beatmg a dead horse," inEerring that actualfy discussing Forest Hills will get us
nowhere. While the author makes an
excellent point that reconciliation
should be at the forefront of our discussion with the Harrisonburg community , I was s tunned when she
claimed that ''the truth does not come
by X-raying every little detail." It is
this hasty, quick-to-fix attitude that
has so greatly frustrated me and
many of the students with whom I
have spoken in the last week.
What's not to understand about
Forest Hills? The answer is, unfortunately, a lot. lf there is no reason to discuss the incident, why have over 100
students filed response forms with the
Student Government Association
describing their disturbing experiences? Why is my desk covered in
complaints about excessive use of force

by the Harrisonburg Police Department, including the indiscriminate use
of pepper spray, tear gas, stun guns,
bean bag shots, batons and the threat
of the use of firearms? Why have over
100 students taken the time to write
down that there was no effective com·
munication or instruction from police
as to !-)ow to avoid the violence? Was
all that violence necessa ry to arrest 17
people, only 12 of whom were students , for charges no greater than
"failing to leave the scene of a riot?"
The incident at Forest Hills is
important, and we need to talk
about it. The reason is because the
incident provides us with a glaring
depiction of the deteriorating rela·
tionship between the university and
the greater community. Nicolson is
correct in stating that the Communi·
ty Coalition is looking at broader
issues of alcohol abuse by students
and community safety. Forest Hills,
however, serves as a microcosm of
those issues.
I think, therefore, that it is nonsense to avoid talking about it. One
question that many students are ask-

Darts
and Pats
Dans & Pats are submitted anonymoiLSiy and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
are based upon one person's opinion ofa given
situation, ptrson or evetU and do not necessarily
reflect the truth.

ing, prompted by Forest Hills, is this:
" Is the Harrisonburg Police Depart·
ment targeting james Madison Univer·
s ity s tud ents?" The pe rcepti o n of
many students with whom I have met
is that the police are targeting them,
and I wou ld be greatly su rprised tf
Nicolson has not come across this view
in her dealings with students.
I have been in close contact with
Colonel Harper, chief of police for the
Harrisonburg Police Depa rtm en t,
and have established a working relationship with a number of officers on
the force. The officers I have met are
honorable people. It b for this reason
that Lam confident we can discuss
Forest Hills in an appropriate and reasonable manner, without the pressure
of developing some 9uick fixes. The
SGA is currently trymg to set up a
mediation process wtth the police and
the city council to push for a greater
understanding of the events of Aug.
25 and later. I look forward to worl<·
ing with the police- and greater community to find answers to students'
questions. Students have confided in
the SGA with their concerns, and we

Dart..•
A "who-do-you-think-you-are" dart to the arrogant jerk who shocked us with his cruel insults
over a slight misunderstanding at a party this
weekend.
Sen/ in by three junior girls who feel you're the
rudest person they've ever encountered in their
entire JMU careers.

Dart..•
A " l' m-not-sure-who-should-be-more-embarrassed" dart to the camera happy boy who decided
to stick my camera down his pants and take a pic- I
ture at my birthday party.
1
Sem in by the unimpressed birthday girl and her 1
roomies who just got their film back and were
l
anything but happy to see the surprise.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-being-such-gentlemen" pat to the
brothers of Delta Chi for all their help during
sorority recruitment.
Sent in by the grateful Panhellenic women who
appreciated the water and refreshing attitude that
you provided each day.

Pat...

A "you' re-amazing" pat to lhe guy on Newman
Street who saveti my weekend by tracking me
down and returning my wallet.
Sent in by the flighty girl who will gladly treat
you to a drink anytime.

will continue to look for ways to
address those concerns.
It is my belief that moving on sim·
ply to "get over it" does a disservice
both to those innocent students who
feel their dvil liberties were violated
and to those Harrisonbmg residents
who unde rs tandably, but unfo rtu ·
nately, distrust their JMU neighbors.
While we should never condone the
actions of those stud ents who have
broken the law in recent weeks, we
must recognize that li s ts of arrests
and c harges do not provid e th e
whole story.
It might be easy not to talk about
Forest Hills, and to move on to the
glorious future. I believe, however, as
do many students with whom I have
spoken, that there is no way to solve a
problem until we talk about the prob·
lem. Finding the truth is a lo ng,
painstaking process. I would like to
call the readers' attention to another old
saying: "U we do not understand history, we are doomed to repeat it."
Mark Sullivan is a st•nior and the SGA
president.

Dart...
A ·•were-you-that-drunk" dart to the guy who
decided to take my roommate's shoes and left his
in my room.
Sent in by a bewildered junior who thinks you
give new meaning to the "walk of shame" by
walking home in a pair of girl's flip-flops.

Dart...
A "my-pillow-is-not-a-toilet" dan to the disgusting pig who peed through my window and onto
my bed last weekend.
Sent in by a senior girl who is disgusted by your
rudeness and thinks you should be punished by
sleeping in your own urine.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-saving-my-butt" pat to Ted and
Beth, who found my keys after lleflthem on the
roof of my car, and put them in my car with a nice
note.
From a grateful senior who was having a "flaky
moment" and was happy that she was saved by
some nice passers-by.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-getting-them-in-here" pat to JMU
for showing all of these great movies at GraftonStovall Theatre before they come out on video.
Sent in by a freshman who was too cheap to go
see the movies at full price this summer.
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Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Sunday activities for College Students:
9:45am Sunday School
11 :OOam Worship
6:30pm College C horale
7:30pm College Bible Study
Barbara Hollowell , Minister of Students
Worship Services:
Sunday 8:30am & llam
Sunday School 9:45am

433 .. 2456

501 So. Main Streel
(Just a few short blocks from ]Mu)

Best
DJEMBES,
plus
Drum lessons a

www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

Thanks to you. all sorts
of everyday products are
being made from the paper.
plastic. metal and glass that

-------

you've been recycllng

But to keep recycling
worklng to help protect the
enVironment. you need to
buy those products

BUY RECYCLE.,.

AND SAVE:
So look for products made

from recycled materials. and
buy them. It would mean the
world to all of us.

For a free brochure. wrtte
Buy Recycled, EnVIronmental

Defense FUnd. 2'57 Park Ave.
South, New York. N'Y 10010.
or calii-800- CALL-EDF
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R USTY C A RLOCK

JMU students to march in protest of actions by HPD
On Saturday, Sept 23 at 1 p.m , a group

of JMU students will march from the steps
of ~ilson Hall to the Harrisonburg Police
Station and protest what has been a series
of unacceptable actions by the Harrisonburg Police Department I would like to
explain w hy students have been driven to
protest as a mea ns of recourse and
encourage any students who feel strongly about these issues to join the protest
on Saturd ay.
We have all been saturated with commentary on the so-called " riots" of Forest Hills. We have all received Vice President of Stud e nt Affairs Ma rk Warner 's admonition o f stude nt behavior
via e- mail. We ha ve a ll fe lt the
increased police presence in off-campus student life this semester. A Com munity Coalition was fo rmed to
address these problems of community
student and police re lations . The
progress of this coalition, however,
has stagnated and little has been done

to address the problems of police department, on the other hand, has agreed
behavior in our student community.
to absolutely no proposals to curb their
I agree that we, as students, must own behavior in their handling of student
accept responsibility for the problems relations. The Community Coalition has
with community / student relations tried to make amendments on all sides of
that have a risen thjs semester. How- the issue, but it seems the only restrictions
ever, I d o not believe that students the Harrisonbur& Police Department is
are the sole responsible party in these interested in making is on the students,
problems. When the police force of a not on themselves. Even JMU's adminissmall community like H a rrisonburg tration seems to have decided to criticize
shoots tear gas at innocent students and student behavior while ignoring the
responds to a situation as common as an accountability of the police department.
annual block party with such unpreceI believe JMU administrators
dented and unwarranted force, there is at should be advocates for s tudents, not
least some blame to be placed on the J-U>D. internal police that threaten us with
ln the meetings of the Community statem ents like the one we received
Coalition, students and the administration from Warner: "viotations of the law
of JMU have come ~p with many ideas to w ill result in arrest and prosecution by
curb student behavior and stop problems legal a uthorities as well as sanctions
before they begin Some ideas put forth in under our university jurucial system."
the meetings nave been to register large 1 believe the rights of students should
student parties with the police department take precedence over university repuand to increase the number of police tation.
I would like to point out that, for
patrols in student housing. The police

or

op-Monday

the most part, the Harrisonburg
police do an exemplary job of protecting ou r community. I recognize
th eir work as both honorable and
respectable and I thank them for the
diffic u lt job that they do. However,
there are actions of the HPD with
which I disagree and I believe that
the police depa rtment sh o u l d be
wi lling t o respond to its internal
problems, just as the student body
s h ou ld be willi n g t o r espo nd t o
problems within its ranks. The
p r otest on Sa turd ay wi ll n o t be
about police bashing . It will be
about raising po lice awaieness of
stude nt concerns so that the p o lice
may better protect and se rv e o ur
comm unity, which is, after all, thei r
job description. lf these iss ues concern you , I e n coura ge you to join
the protest on Saturday.
Rusry CarltJCk is a senior English nUJjor.

p.m

For contributing writers interested in becoming staff writers.
Call Gina or Ali at x6127 with questions

The Hispanic Folk Ballet
Sunday, September 24
2:00pm
Wilson Hall

FREE
Learn about regional Mexican
dances and culture.

OLYMPICS: ONCE EVERY 4 YEARS
GATTI'S: EVERYDAY
r--~ --,r--~--,r- -~ --,
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SPECIAL
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fl91lar,

It $8.00 for any large
I
11
one-topping pizza :
It
OR
1 1$9.99 for regular crust It $9
for any large regular'1
.
•
11 •00
11 •

1 $6.00 for any medium I 1
I regular, one-topping pizza 1 I
I
OR
It

1 $?•00 for any med'tum
1
3-topping pizza . 1
1 regular, 3-toppingpizza 11PIZZa with 11 topptngs 11
11 (may or may not exptre) I
1 (may or may not expire) 11
l_- - - - - - - _ l l _ - - - - - - - _It _ - - - - - - - _I

LUNCH-DINNER BUFFET
Free delivery • 433-0606 • Across from MeDonalds & Hardees

AilE Y U ARTISTIC'

the Madison Medialab is looking to fill a few empty spaces with

for web and print projects
CISAr'S

~......

ma~ison meOi~

P-lease Apply Onltne

·

http;Jimedialabtimu.eduJapp.htm

If you have any further questions email Christine Letsky-Anderson at letskyce@jmu.edu

~~d.:/Je
Pknswes ·e~e1
j
?
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GREATFOOD
REASO ABLY PRICED

Make reservations for arents weekend now!

t

CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS
• care packages
• gift certificates
• lunch/dinner hours

Hours:
Mon- Thurs Open 11-4pm
Fri & Sat Open ll-9pm

DINE IN OR. TAKE OUT
DELIVERY SERVICE AVAILABLE
l - - - -_
_
.f.98CJl
· • .-,~.
stlc,...f,_€..ta,
1Return this copyto:- - The BrHU
IAnthony-~er HaJJ
1~mes MadisOn Unversity
I arrlsonburg. VA 22807

- - - - -

-.I

56~2988

May 2001 in Antwerp, Belgium
May 7-21, 2001

I

: subscribe to

MKTG 460: Global
Marketing (in Europe).

! j~~

Study global marketing
and European integration
in the heart of Europe.

I

Field trips to:
• Brussels, Brugge, Ghent
• European Union
• Belgian Business
• Paris and Amsterdam

For more information and
to apply online, visit
ltttp:l/cob.jmu.edulantwerp

Non COB majors are
welcome to apply!

.

• Taught in English
• Tuition plus $1,999 program fee
•Fee covers tuition, lodging, all field
trips, and one or two meals per day
• Air fare extra
•Directed by Dr. Newell Wright
(wrightnd@jmu. edu)

Payments may bt! made by clreck o~
monty orders. Payments must be rtct1ved
btfort Sltbscipl ion btrins. Milke ch«ks payablt
to 11ie Bruze.

Explore your
Overseas Opportunities
with the Peace Corps

Purple Dawg Pizza

I

BringTn thiSad~ndg;t" a- 1

1 16 large Cheese Pizza
11

1

for only $8.50

1

&

I

I

stop by our Information Table
and find out how you can
work overseas in one of 76
developing countries.

FREE
..... _2_
_ _toppings!
____ J

Thursd'ly, September 21
1 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Hours:
Sunday 11om - 10pm
Monday-Thursday 11am - 11pm
Friday-Saturday 11om - midnight
Dine-in • Carry Out • Delivery

Convocation Centet'
James Madison Vnivet'Sity

-~·-Launching
'

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
1039 Port Republic Road
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

/,

438-9620

wwJ. peacecorps.gov t
mom 424-8580 (opt ion t f

(

'

your International
career has never been
easier! You can appty
online at
www.peacecorps.gov.

THE BEST IN STUDENT HOUSING FOR THE MONEY!
Check Us Out:!!

•

• Convenient to Campus
• 3 & 4 Bedroom Units

• Free Water

• Easy Access to JMU (bus
service)

• Washer & Dryer
• Dishwasher

• Reasonable Rates
• Furnished or Unfurnished
Units

•Individual Leases

• Microwave

Publk tnnslt al

entrance lo help you

• Ample Parking

UNIVERSITY
pLAC[
Tl1e

Pl~tcc lt)

Be!

/

THuRSDAY.

Classic Photography
Announce•

PRINT ORDERING
ONLINEIII
@
Your PASSWORD le:

SEND
A
PAT

SEPT. 21 . 2UUU I JOE .IJRUZ,t; 11Y

Attenc~on Span~sll
ll~nors

lla,ors and

Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at

433-8886
or
e-mail bigbro@rica.net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

llen~or

• Htspantc Clltldt
~ BIG BROTHERS
)t.) ~~GSI~,.

Thursday, September 28
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium, 6 p.m.
Celtic recording artist

Madeline MacNeil!

Come experience the delightful sounds of recording
artist Madeline MacNeil as she performs selections of
Celtic music on the hammered and mountain dulcimers.
Free Concert!

For more information, contact the Office of International Programs at 568-6273, intemational@jmu.edu,
or visit the lnttmntional Week website at www.jmu.eduflnternatlonaVIweeklOOO/.
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Last year's winner of ISAT's Distinguished Teacher Award,
Brenda Seal has a passion for her profession
and teaching truly is her way of life
Story by Contributing Writer Kylie Cafiero
Photos by Contributing Photographer Brenna Baile y
n March 17,2000, a day
set to honor the university's legacy of james
Madison, she was recognized
before the community as one of
the best. Dr. Brenda Seal sto<Xi
before the auditorium in
Wilson HaUand was presented
with the Distinguished Teacher
Award from the College of
Integrated Science and
Technology.
Douglas Brown, vice president for academic affairs, honored Seal and others as "people
who contnbute to our success
as a university." Seal is not only
active tn the school community;
she is also busy with other
things as well.
A professor of speech
pathology communication sciences and disorders, Seal teaches four classes.

0

Junior Rachel Costanzo, a
student in her anatomy class,
said, "Dr. Seal is so down-toearth and real that she makes
the class very comfortable."
Seal's students enjoy her
class as she actively pursues the
challenges of teaching. " I try to
be the kind of teacher 1would
learn best from," Seal said. This
means being well-organized,
well-informed, having a sense
of wit, and a willingness to
witness.
Involved in much more than
just teaching, Seal is constantly
busy. After returning from a
weekend at a state conference,
one of the many she attends
dealing with speech and hearing communication, Seal sat
down to 39 e-mail messages on
her computer. Seal is an academic adviser, serves on several

•

•'
J

•
Model skeleton always handy, Brenda Seal lectures her Communication
Sciences and Disorders clan. Seal prefe,. that they not take a lot of
notes ao they leam and remember with complete unde,.tandlnc.

committees including the graduate advisory committee and
the instruction committee for
CISAT and is involved with
research projects.
The two funded projects
that Seal is currently working
on deal with sign language.
One project is a comparison
study of the hand preference of
deaf children acquinng BntlSh
sign language to the data
already collected on the hand
preference of children using
American sign language. The
other project deals with "looking at methods that will
improve the skills of sign language interpreters in Virginia's
schools."
Sitting back in her office Seal
looks right at home. Busily typing away a response to the latest e-mail she has received, she
doesn't seem at all bothered by
the interruption of a visiting
student.
Perhaps this day will take
h.e r off-campus with her graduate students to supervise at
local private schools, day care
centers and preschool programs. Maybe her day will be
fuJI of teaching classes, consulting appointments or research.
Either way she finds time to
spare a moment to help a
student.
" I love the higher educational schedule, though$ with slow
and fast periods," Seal said, "If
every day were the same, I'd be
terribly restless."
As if her course load at
school isn't enough Seal is
actively involved outside in the
community as well. When the
weekend comes around she is
busy with her husband and
two sons and is also a Sunday
school teacher. While not working here on campus, Seal is one
of about 80 national certified
interpretel's in Virginia who are
called to serve in medical and
mental health settings. She is
also the author of a book on
educational interpreting.

After
returning
from an
elementary
school in
Staunton Seal
prepares a
report. She
has just consulted with
the speech
pathologist of
the school
and was
asked to
observe a toyear-old boy
who has been
struggling
academically. Brenda Seal bench over lr
The boy test- her studentt understand 1
ed average
on standardized tests but was performing
badly. Seat spent three hours
with the boy, studying his
intake of both sign language
and English. The boy's parents
are both deaf and initial prognosis is that he has a disorder
that deals with acquiring language. Because his parents use
sign language, he understands
English more like a second language and is having trouble in
school.
Seal's vast experience allows
her to present her communication sciences and disorders
classes with examples that come
from reaJ experience.
Junior Amber Bowling said,
"Dr. Seal has so much knowl·
edge in the field that it makes
the class interesting. Her stories
give examples we can relate to
and make the class more
personal."
Seal has been interested in
speech and hearing disorders
from a young age. Her mother
lost her hearing at age 9, which
means she had already acquired
spoken language and can use a
hearing aid. "Because I grew up
in a household with hearing
loss (amplified telephones,
hearing aids, interpreting what

·us
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wenty-seven girls sat
chatting in a classroom.
Some talked about their
day, others asked questions
like, "What is the function of
the posterior cricothyroid
muscle?"
Last class they spent time
observing dissection on a
cadaver and soon they will be
quizzed using a simulation
model on the computer. The
professor hurried into the classroom, placed pictures of cadavers in front of the class and
asked identification questions.
Students answered with ease
and one can only hope the
knowledge they have retained
is the same for future doctor
and nursing students across the
country. However, these girls
do not plan to follow the field of
biology.
Seated in this classroom are
future speech pathologists and
audiologists, taking a required
course for their major, Communication Sciences and
Disorders. These students, who
one day plan to work primarily
with speech and hearing, study
the anatomy and physiology of
the body that allow us to
communicate
About 25 other classes utilize the cadaver lab located in
Burruss HaU. However, this
course (CSD 208) is different not
only because of its concentration but also for the teaching

T

..
In a demonstration Intended to help
the movement of the human body.

people had said or meant), J
was naturally drawn to communication sciences and disorders," Seal said.
She explained that it wasn't
until she found speech-language pathology and audiology
as an undergraduate at
Appalachian State University
that she decided to major in it.
She received a national merit
scholarship to pay for graduate
work. She finished graduate
school at ASU during the following summers.
While working at the
Virginia School for the Deaf and
Blind as a second- and thirdgrade teacher, she finished her
masters and became a speechlanguage pathologist. She later
worked as a part-time faculty
member here at JMU teaching
sign language and joined the
staff fuJJ-time in 1981.
Seal has lived in Harrison·
burg, with her husband John,
since 1973.
"I commonly tell friends that
when work pulls me too much,
1retreat to my family, and
when my family demands pull
too much I retreat to my work,"
Seal said. "I've been blessed to
love in both directions."

I 21

Working with cadavers is not everyone s cup of tea,
but Brenda Seal does her best to make the class
comfortable and interesting for her students
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style of the professor,
Brenda Seal.
Each class begins with an
oral quiz given to five students
in which the answers are given
without using any notes. In fact,
Seal encourages students to try
not to take notes, promoting
memorization by complete
understanding.
Sophomore Kathryn Schultz
said, "She uses examples that
will always spark my memory.
It made me realize how much 1
actually learn the material
instead of just trying to catch
the important parts."
In explaining the use of the
buccal cavity, Seal said that it is
not used in the English lan·
guage. As a smile crept across
her face she explained that
those who use "Donald Duck"
speech know how to use this
cavity. She proceded in trying
to demonstrate this sound.
After admitting she has never
really been able to do the
impression she opened the floor
to the class. The girls looked
around and softly tried the
impression. Suddenly Donald
Duck quacked quietly from the
comer of the room. '"That's it,"
Seal cried, as she has found the
student making the noise. The
girl proceeds with her impression as Seal proudly said, "Now
she has talent!"
Junior Rachel Ca;tanzo said,
"Her style keeps things interest-

ing, because with other professors it [the material! could
become dry."
The material covered
requires complete memorization. Locations and functions of
the structures for respiration,
phonation, articulation and
audition are studied. The
cadaver lab fits into the experience by helping students understand how speech is produced
and how body parts function
together.
"With each lab we look at a
different section of the body,"
explains Seal, "the rest of the
body is completely covered and
this offers a desensitization for
the students."
In one of their labs the stu·
dents viewed the neck·and the
muscles that deal with speech.
After presenting the lab in a
step-by-step manner, first
showing the outer layers and
working inwards, Seal allowed
the students to get a hands-on
experience. Each student put a
finger in the larynx to feel the
vocal cords.
CSD 208 is a class required
for aU CSD majors. From
cadaver labs to Donald Duck
examples, Seal helps students
understand the whole picture.
She said, "if you lthe student]
can see what I'm saying then
I'm making this real for you."

Communication Sciences and Disorders 208, a required course for all CSD majors,
lecture and lab work Into the clau.

- J<ylie Cnfiero

Incorporates both
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GET YOUR FREE FOOTBAll HOMECOMING
AND PARENTs· DAY TICKETS

NO BUDDY PASSESI
Many students have

already figured it out.

Now we're clueing you in.

Olde Mill Village

The next best step.

g

nougb/

Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills to climb or Interstate to cross.

• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on all apartments.

•Only four blocks to campus.

• Well Ut parking lot and walkways.

• Air conditioned and heated With energy dfictent heat pumps.

• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patlo doors.
•Large laundry room/storage area In each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• Asmall community wherethe manager knows most tenants
by name. and personally checks all maintenance requests.

• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.

• Mini-blinds on all windows.

• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets In each room.

llA South Avenue, ~~DVANTAGERBALTY
:JVL~NAGEMENT GRO~
Harrisonburg
.

19lDJ
(540) 432-9502
www.oldemtllvillage.com

Your
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• When "Fear" takes over
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"I'd become a psychological
mess for $3,000."
ANDREW TuFTS, SPORTS EDITOR

MTV premieres new reality show, ''Fear'' tonight
Get your reality fix with a side of the supematuraJ

-

See story . . . 25

Plll25

International explosion of ethnic events
JMU's annual International Week blasts off with a cast of cultural happenings
By K AI SAFRAN

staff writer

International Week 2000 kicks off this weekend with
the third annual International Festival at Hillandale Park.
The event provides an excellent opportunity for students
and townspeople to share their diverse cultural heritages.
Tile park will host an entertaining and educational mix
o f food, dancing, music, vendors and games on Satur·
day starting at noon.
'The Festival aims to impart a we lcoming message
to our newcomers," festival co-chair Mary Rubbery
said. "Our goaJ is to foster an environment of toler·
ance, dignity and respect for all our residents." There
is a free bus shuttle leaving the Godwin stop all day so
everyone on campus can come.
Anyone who is still looking to party after the festi·
val concludes can go to the World Jam in the PC &11·
room fro m 10 p.m. until 2 a.m. The Asian Student
Union, Club Latino, Indian-Pakistani Student Associa·
tion and the International Student Association have
joined together to sponsor. Local deejays are going to
spin the hottest mix of hip-hop, reggae, house and
trance music in a club setting complete with two
rooms of diverse sounds. For more informa tion, con·
tact clulrlatino@jmu.edu.
Sunday, Interna tional Week events get into full
swing as the Hispanic Folklore Ballet is scheduled to
perform a t Wilson Hall at 2 p.m .
"The performance will focu s on three regional
areas in Mexico (Vernecux, Norteso and Jalisco) and
between dance segments, traditional dress will be
modeled," said Christina Sanchez, assistant director of
the Center for Muticultural and International Student
Services (CMISS). "Following the dance performance,
there will be a short lecture regarding the Hispanic
movement in the United States."
International Week shifts into nigh gear Monday
with a ceremonial flag parade through campus at 11:30

a.m. JMU Presid ent Linwood Rose wilt lead the proces·
sion from the Quad, as it winds its way across the
grounds to the commons.
Even as the parade serves to enlighten and brighten
up campus this Monday, the Study Abroad Fair will just
be getting started in the PC Ballroom. From 11 a.m . until

schedule of events
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3 p.m . there wi ll be food, free gifts and prizes offered to
entice students to explore s tudy abroad options.
"It is an opportunity for JMU students to learn more
about what their international options a re for studying
abroad, as well as interning, working volunteering, and
travelling abroad," said Cheryl Tobler, assistant director
of Study Abroad and Exchange Programs. There will be
approximately 60 booths at the fair with options avail·
able for students all over the w orld . Of these 60 booths,
approximately ha lf are JMU·Icd programs, the others
are programs available through international universi·
ties, U.S. universities, or study abroad organizations.
Tobler is a lso responsible for bringing the African
Drum Show to the week's events. "This group per·
formed at last years Lntemational Week and were a
huge success," Tobler said. They will be performing o n
Tuesday from noon to 1 p.m. on the commons.
Tuesday, veter.m actress Alma Martinez will speak in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre at 7 p.m Martinez is a mohva·
tiona! and positive speaker who will talk about her per·
spectives on " Hollywood as seen through the eyes of an
outsider who struggles to break through their color bar·
rier," according to CMISS.
An international bazaar opens Wednesday. "There
w ill be the world flags on display on Hillcrest above
the commons, music from WXJM deejays, vendors sell·
ing everything from jewelry to art and books, and a ll
the multicultural student clubs and more tabling the
area," said James "Stacy" Edwards, associate director

----

ofCMISS.

"Internation al Week participants are en thusiastic
about increased student participation in the event since
it is designed to enhan ce our appreciation of s uch a
variety of backgrounds on cam pus," Edwards said. " It
is an opportunity for greater visibility and recognition
of the inclusive and welcoming environment a t JMU to
extend beyond International Week."
see INTERNATIONAL page 31

A 'Hymnal of Dream'-Dike] quality
Bv KF.u.v SCOTT

contributing writer
The Zirkle H o use New
Image Gallery's latest exhibit,
Elijah Gowin's " Hymna l of
Dreams" presents photography
that makes an impressive use of
lighting, yet the themes are not
always dear.
Gowin said he wants
onlookers to "fish out interpretations." According to his
artist's statement, "Often narrative, these dream-like images
present some story, question, or
struggle that the viewer is invited to enter and wonder about."
"Exposure" is such a piece,
with striking lines of sight com·
prised of various and seeming·
ly unrelated items. One fi rst
notices the set o f two light
bulbs on the right. Following
the direction of one bulb and
Cowin's own stare (he's also in
the picture), one spots the set of
light bulb~ to the left, onJy to be

redirected by one of the bulbs
to look central at the object
resembling the nose of a bomb,
set off from the foreground in
an almost surreal distance.
In an a lte rna te manner,
" Try to Re m embe r Tree"
e mploys a large dark object as
its main focus, forcing the eye
against its natura l tendency
towards light
"Try to Remember Tree" is
more a try-to-forget tree with
hubcaps hung like Christmas
ornaments on the dark mound
of sticks catching just as much
light as its "stem" of Liquor bot·
ties. The tree also gets more out
of focus towards the top, creal·
ing an overall mood of meager
means and uncertainty.
" I have always considered
my Southern roots to provide a
true sense of home and place,"
Cowin said." Such Southern
roots are clear in photos such
as "Bott le Tree A t Night,"

Based on an old southern tra·
dition tha t bo ttles hung o n
trees will keep away wicked
spirits.
"Bottle Tree at Night" spotlights a fallen b ox o n the
ground next to a bottle tree on
the le ft . The photo refutes
superstition with three narrow
wooden planks at the m outh of
the open box, all with snakes
painted on them, next to a pair
of outstretched human legs.
This overly-contrived setup
works like a bad pun: it feels
constructed and unable to capture just as much meaning in a
natura l e nvironment. Othe r
questions linger such as what is
the dark trail of wetness lead·
ing away from the scene and
what is its source. Ambiguity
drawn from everyday S!Jbjects
seems to be a common Gowin
technjque.
"This cons tructe d land ·
scape, although alluding to the

past, is ab o ut sea rching fo r
meaning in the present. How
we handle, arrange, and value
objects and archetypes reOects
other contemporary states of
mind ," Cowin sa id in h is
artist's statement
Whether based on contem·
porary or past meanings, the
piece " Ritua l [in Snow )"
includes a seemingly random
assortn,ent of objects placed on
a s tand n ext to a wooden
building. A dark trail of well·
worn footprints through the
contrasting w hite snow lead
around the building.
Whatever the purpose o f
the articles, one can relish in
the contrasting lines, textures,
and shapes selected.
Elijah Gowin's exhibit is a
bit unusual, yet his poignant
use of lighting and various
CARRIE KLINKER!plwtu dlfector
symbolic messages are worth
checking out. The exhibit runs EJijah Gowin's " Explorer,. uses light and
through Sept 19.
dark Imagery to create SWTeal distance.
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Applications to enter the parade can be picked up at FYI,
the University Health Center, UREC, and the Warren Information Desk.

M~JrgJ~ Al~{ir-b~:
-.

Decorate your car in purple and gold and register it on the Commons
between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m. on Friday, October 6. The winner will get to ride
in the Homecoming Parade and will receive an all zone parking pass.

u~~~er @~tegt:
Sho\1! off your organization's JMU spirit by decorating a banner.
Registration information can be picked up at FYI or in Wilson 215.

For more information contact: Jill Zagora at zagorajd@jmu.edu or visit
the Homecoming website for a complete listing of events at: www.jmu.edu/alumni/HC2000.html
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BY M EGHAN M URPHY

assistant style and focus editor
Are you afraid of the dark? After
watching the first episode of MlV's new
reality show, "Fear" tonight you just might
think twice about what's lurking behind
the shadows after you tum out the lights.
It's no s urprise that the hip 1V channel
has created "Fear" considering all the hype
centered around reality s hows s uch as
"Survivor" and "Big Brother," esY'!cially
since MTV is in part responsible for the
success of this genre with their shows "The
Real World " and " Road Rules."
The success of the shows can also be
attributed to the general public's need for
something they can relate to. In our techn o logically advanced world we crave
something rea l and these sh ows satisfy
th at craving. For example, we refer to
casts of "The ReaJ World," "Road Rules,"
"Survivor" and
" Big Brother''
by thei r fi rs t
'l'Une
names.
We
•......,..._
t.
know actual
facts
a~ou t
ll'l'Y
t he ir
hves;
•
"
udy ("Surivor") is a
vy Seal from
irginia Beach, Pablo (''The Real World:
n Fransisco") was a homosexual Bving
ith AIDS. These are not roles actors
been asked to play; they' re absolutereal. UnBke fictional shows, the characcontinue to play these parts long after
cameras are turned off.
"Fear'' matches these shows in that the
members are all referred to by their
rst names and identified by some basic
about themselves: Christina is the
Catholic" who practices Wicca, Ariis a film s tudent, Steve likes country

music, Ryan is a dancer who admits to
being afraid of the dark, Derek is a bartender who likes to sing and Lauren is a
fashion student.
Unlike the other reality shows, therP. is
no film crew. The cast has been suppBed
with cameras they attach to themselves so
the audience essentially sees everything
they see. It can best be described as "Blair
Witch Project" (minus the a nnoyingly
unsteady camera) meets reality show, only
the cast will not live on a deserted island in
the South China Sea, nor will they be supplied with a fashionably decorated house
in a major US. dty.
The cast will be transported (blindly)
to the West Virginia State Penitentiary
which closed in 1995 and has been said to
be one of the most supernaturally active
places in the ct>untry- perhaps due to
the fact that there were "more killings on
the 10 acres
of land than
test
mos t places
-·,..~-·t
, . . _ in the United
"'.~·"•M:::IIu W~ s tate s ,"
acco~ding to
p r a s o n
records clerk,
Uohn Massie.
Think HBO's
prison drama, "Oz."
The first episode of "Fear" begins with
the cast members each telling viewers
about themselves an d wha t little they
know about what they are ab o ut to do.
They aU know that the project is to be
s pooky, but none of them really take it
seriously . There are expectations of a
haunted house or woods, but n o one suspects a prison.
"I don' t know what I' m doing here,"
Ariana said in a lighthearted manner during the introductions. "I don't know if this

in and

your

saarvw:z ca:
airs its new show
'lrear t:onit'ht at 8 p.m.

--

What makes "Pear" scary is the editing
and as in the "Blair Witch Project," the
audience is left with only their imaginations to fill in the blanks. When Ryan must
ence.
The participants s tay in the prison's stay in the infirmary for 15 silent minutes,
chapel, a sort o f home-base, which has he gets spooked by apparent noises.•"Do
been furnis hed to house them for three you hear that?" he says into the camera.
nights. They must sleep during the day The audience never sees anything and only
and complete assigned tasks at night. They hears sounds that could be cons trued as
ca n leave the complex a t anytime, but anything from a scrambling mouse to
those who choose to stay dll three nights something dubbed in later by MTV editors.
are rewarded with $3,(XX) cash.
StiU, the suspense of the moment keeps the
There are six locations the participants viewer glued to the television.
mus t explo re, including the "H ole/' a
The suspense wears off eventually as
chamber rumored to be a torture room; the novelty of each mission gets repetithe infirmary, where is is said that a pris- tive. Each scene follows the same formuoner was mysteriously s tabbed 65 times; la. One cast member is led to a s upemat·
the d eath row chamber, where one of the ural "hot s po t," the navigator then tells
participants must pull the tarp off the that person the nistory of the hot spot and
electric chair; and the "Sugar Shack," an he or sne must sit there alone for 15 minunderground ch ambt::r wi th an eerie utes to see what happens.
painting of an upside-down pentagram
MTV plans to air six episodes of
on the wall (this is another torture room "Fear"over the next six months. This plan
whe re misbehaving inmates were s up- could make or brPak the s how, eith er
posedly beaten to d eath and, according increasing the s u s pense o f the wait o r
to fo rmer inmate Jerry CoUins, Satan was causing viewers to forget all about it by the
working overtime).
next episode.

is a great idea." The blatant carefree attitude is downright paradoxical compared
to the absolute terror the cast is to experi-

Two people said they mitht
do i t if the prize was for

more tban $ 3,000.

'«x'd became

a peyc hol.owical
n
mess for merely $31000.

"S3,000?t I 'd do it for $3001,.

adonna's new CD is Music to the ears
BY ZAK SALJH

tracks ("Runaway Lover,'' "Gone" and "Amazing"). The

contributing writer

rest is in the hands of French dance maestro Mirwais,
who brings another level to Madonna's style.
This is exactly what sets Music apart from the pletho-

If you could hook up listening devices to your internal
and jus t listen (or a few minutes, you'd probably
something simila r to the mechanical beats and
ms that punctuate Madonna's latest album, aptly
Music, the follow-up to her 1998 Grammy winning
lbum Rny of Light.
Underneath the variou s vocal distortions Mado nna
there is a pulsing flow, a mix of electronic and
Jar techno that is at some times sensual and soothng and at others times frenetic and forceful.
Each track contains something unique, something that
~.-...,.h...., the listener and drags them in, be it the rising and
of Mado nna's voice at awkward momen ts during
second track, "Impressive Instant," or the contagious
ts of the title track, "Music," also the first single which
released mid-August.
To create this unique souncting record, Madonna has
teamed with William Orbit, the man who helmed the
undercurrents that boosted Madonna in a new
irection from her previous albums. This time, however,
takes a back sec1t, p roducmg only three of the 10

• •••

.-

_,,

Music can only be listened to, not seen
on MTV or VHJ. It belongs in
underground dance halls, boomingfrom
car speakers, home stereo systems and
personal CD players.
_________ -

,,

ra of industrial-techno albums taking up space on the
CD racks Madonna and Mirwais provide the album
with. soul and emotion. Like Rny of Ligltt, the lyrics go
beyond the normal pop music as seen in " Impressive
Instant": "cosmic systems intertwine/astral bodies d rip

...

like wine/aU of nature ebbs and flows/comets shoot
across the sky /can't explain the reasons why / this is how
creation goes."
The only shame is that som etimes the magnificent
lyrics (along with that entrancing voice) are lost underneath overpowering beats and vocal distortions.
The downside of the new album is that the music
videos might not be on par with Ray of Lighl. While
the music video for "Music" was entertaining, filming in a nightclub lS about as far as a darector can get
with this material.
Music can only be listened to, not ~cen on MTV or
VH 1. It belongs in underground dance halls, booming
from car speakers, home stereo systems and personal
CD players.
This record makes the body move; its uncanny the
force it imbues the listener with, the way appendages
sway with a life of their own. That is the mark of a great
dance album.
Call it ''pure dance" or "techno with soul" but the
truth is lhal despite the mild shortcoming of muted lyrics,
Madonna's Mu~IC will be getting a lot of play at dances
and parbes for months to come.

_..
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'PaUtte<L Lat4 7~
Tattoos & Piercings

Sho~ )lour
fa~lbl j6~61s!
Harrisonburg's Premier Tattoo & Piercing Studio

HOURS:
Tues - Thurs : 12 - 8pm
Fri & Sat : 12- 10pm
Piercings Wed - Sat
Closed Sun & Mon

Large variety

of phone cards
as low as

1¢

a minute

Compare&
Savel!!
8 1 S?uth Carlton St.
Harnsonburg, VA 22801
(loca1ed ;11 former ABC Store

(540) 442-1450

Store Hours:
Mon-Fri I0-8 • Sat I0-6

'

200 South Avenue Off Rte 42

Join a co-ed soccer team for a fun-filled event! Sll
teams representing Africa, Asia, Europe, North
America, South America, and faculty/staff
composed of internationals and U.S. nationals
compete for JMU's own WORLD CUP!
Anyone can participate!
Join your continent's team and defend its honor
on Saturday, September30 at the
UREC soccer field!

-

SIGN-UP DEADLI~: 4:00p.m. oo Sept. 22
To join a team or for
more information, contact:

The best bars on campus don't serve drinks, they serve

tbelr country. You see, when you complete Army ROTC and
graduate1

Center for MulticulturaVlntemational
Student Services
Warren Hall, Room 245
multicultural@jmu.edu

you'll be an officer and get a set of eold bars.

Heglster for an Army Rq!t ciiiSS

tod.,_ Because there's no

better buzz than the ~ of accomplishment.

ARMY.

l:ux.e any other college

IW'I....-..

JMU latel'aatloaal Week: Septelll.bel' 23 - Oc:tobel' 1

Take the Challenge
Contact MAl Love at 568-6094
\

STYli

THURSDAY.
SEPT.
....._
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'Blood Simple': Simply enjoyable Moviegoers
B Y ZAKSALIH

contributing writer

"BLOOD SIMPLE"

RATED R
RUNNING TIME:

97 MINUTFS

***

After a tense confrontation with his wife and her
lover, a principal character
in "Blood Simple" storms
angrily to his car and peels
down the street.
Moments later, the car
roars back down the opposite end of the street. Both
wife and lover watch him
pass by. "I'd love to have
seen his face when he hit
that turn-a round," the
lover says.
Moments like this, punctuated with sharp, witty
humor, elevate the newly
remastered and re·released
1984 film,"BJood Simple" to
more than just a simple
story of murder and
revenge. For their first film,

brot·hers Joel and Ethan
Coen (w ho would later go
on to direct " Fargo" and
"The Big Lebowski") hdve
spun a typical tale of infi delity and its often violent
results. Frances McDormand plays Abby, the wife
of bar owner Julian Marty
(Dan Hedaya), who has an
affair with one of her husband 's bartenders, Ray
(John G~tz). Suspecting
something is amiss (as most
deserted partners do in
these kind of movies),
Marty hires a private detective (M. Emmet Walsh) to
follow her.
When the affair between
Ray and Abby is confirmed, Marty then hires
the private detective to kill
them both for a tidy sum of
cash . It is here where
''Blood Simple" takes the
viewer head over heels.
Does the private detective follow through with his
orders? Does he have a more
hidden agenda? Is Ray
somehow in on the plot?

Who can be trusted?
The questions are endLess and best left unanswered, for it is in these
contortions of chamcter and
agenda where the Coen
brothers shine, pulling the
unexpected and sometimes
even the expected with
s hocking mercilessness.
There are hundreds of
ways to die in the Coen
brothers' universe, all of
them brutal and, in the end,
well deserved by the characters subjected to them.
What burdens the film at
various pomts are the deadpan, sometim es lifeless performances by Frances
McDormand and Getz as
the two lovers. At some
points, under heavy pressure from outside forces, the
te nsion is lost because the
plight of these chamcters is
downplayed by their weak
performances.
The true stars of the
film are the villains (or are
they villains?): Hedaya and
Walsh. Hedaya immerses

himself in his cha r acter,
making him both an evil
conspirator and a wounded husband.
At various points, one
can see the conflict of
emotion moving behind
his face, how the pain of
the affair leads to the plot
to kill his wife. Walsh as
the private detective lumbers around, speaking in a
half-drunken slur, clothed
in a bright yellow jacket
and pants, spitting taunts
and s moking rolled cigarettes in true "co rruptdetective" fashi on.
Keep in mind, this film
was originally released in
1984. The film being shown .
now is the director's cut,
with some scenes trimmed
to speed up the pace.
Regardless, "Blood Simple" is a treasure from the
past, taken out and polished
for re-release, though unlike
most treasures, its refined
surface hides a s hadowy,
sometimes disturbing, and
always engaging movie.

get 'baited' by
'The Watcher'
BY ANTHONY MARCHEGIANO

senior writer

This weekend saw little fire at the box office,

as most of America's attention was directed
toward the flame down in Sydney. The weekend's box office draw was one of the worst to
date. Movie s tudios blamed the beginning of the
Olympics as the reason why America didn't
make it out to theaters. Well it could be that, or it
could be the fact that there are no movies out
there that have the potential to draw in peopl~.
For those who braved the trip to theaters,
most watched Keanu Reeves newest thriller,
'The Watcher." This serial killer film pits Reeves
as a stalker who is 'watching' Marisa Tomei,
James Spader is the cop out there trying to stop
him . This corny flick brought in $5.7 million,
upping its ten-day totaJ to $17.4 million.
Jamie Foxx opened his new crook-caper flick
this weekend. "Bait" sputtered at the box office
as it opened with a mere $5.5 million. Critics
blasted the action-comedy, as it is Foxx's attempt
to follow the footsteps of Eddie Murphy'S "Beverly Hills Cop" .or to a lesser extent, Martin
Lawrence's "Nothing to Lose." However it does~
n't look like this fljck
will come close t o r - - - - - - - - - - - ,
their success.
''Bring It On"
had another surprising week, bringing
in $5.1 million. This
teenage comedy has
"Thetatcher"
surpassed expecta$5-~illioo
tions and has made
a remarkable $50.9
million.
Other
recent
$5.5
releases that seem
doomed
for
mediocre success
continued
this
tOn"
wee.kend. The dark
comedy
'' Nurse
Betty" added to its
gross and is now at
$13.6 million. Wes"N
ley Snipes newest
" The Art of War"
has only mustered
up $27.4 million at
the box office, while
''What5Beneath"
the new ly released
$2.3 illion
"The Way of the
Gun" h as made a ' - - - - - - - - - . - . J
pitiful $4.3 million
in ten days.
The only bright spot of the weekend was
Camero n C rowe's newest flick . The "Jer ry
Maguire" director has made a memoir of sorts
with his newest film, " Almost Famous."
Dreamworks launched Crowe's newest in limited release this weekend, and saw positive
returns.
Playing in onl y 131 theaters, the story of a
teenage reporter covering a rock tour in 1973,
made an impressive $17,669 per location.
The film has been praised by critics across the
board, and will be released to 600-800 more theaters this weekend and should be in 1,600 by the
weekend of September 29.
Coming this weekend to theaters nationwide
is the sequel "Urban Legend: Final Cut," and the
reissue of the horror classic "The Exorcist,"
which has been digitally rema ste red and
includes never-before-seen footage.

TOP 5 ·
MOVIES

.Q,
.,6Jiion

"Bri~
$S.~llioo

t!
The Bi
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tONI6~T FRID~

Deejay

Brown

Splatt

Calhoun's
Jazz

$4~

Winp

Jazz

Jon Fritz

~e Hi
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Da.ze
Carrlbean

Da"e'S
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Band

Jon Fritz
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Adventures

UVE YOUR CAREER TO THE FULLEST
At Booz-AIIen & Hamilton. we belieYe that pro(essionaJ
success and personal success needn't be mutually exclusive.
That's why we encourage our employees to always strike
a balance between woric and life. This is how we are better
able to giYe our customers the competitM advanage. And
this is how we are makl~ a difference through advancements In information tec:hno&ogy, e-business, defense &
Intelligence. telec0fl1!'00nications and more.'Wen hard.
Enjoy life. Send )"'Ur resume to: University Relations
Prognm. 8283 Greensboro OrNe, Mclean,VA 221 02;
e-mait unM!rsity_relations@bah.com. Equal opportunity

emplo)w. Visit us at www.bah.com

Career Falr:Todayt September ll
Info Session: October 19
On-Campus lnlllf Y'iewl: October lO
Visit your Career Center for more details.
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"He has a huge amount of
L;

The Utile Big Man

courage and heart."
GEORGE BARLOW

Like Gordon. Hurricane Goins
tearing up the East Coast

running backs coach
page33

, ... 33

~~------------------~~=

V-ball tops Highlanders, 3-0
helped the youth rise to the occasion.
"Our returners have done an excellent
job helping this team come together,"
johnson-Gamer said.
One of the six newcomers for the
Dukes is defensive specialist Jamie
Booth, a walk..an sophomore.
"Everyone communicated real well,"
Booth said. "We' re starting to get a good
feel together.
"l could see everyone working real
hard and everyone wanted to win. We
really wanted to win in three."
The Dukes certainly were on their way
as they took early control of the match
&om the short-handed Highlanders (8-3).
Radford was without two players due
to injury, including their returning setter.
JMU dominated the first set, staking
to leads of 7·2 and 10·5 before finally tak·
ing the game.
ln the second game, the aggressive
serving and hustle of the Dukes kept
Radford off-balance.
Along with the eight aces served,
JMU also tossed up nine errors.

BY JEFF COLSH

contributing writer
The women's volleyball team wanted
to make sure the Radford bus driver had
plenty of time to warm the bus up before
they took it back h ome.
The Dukes, now 8-3 on the season,
finis hed off the Highlander s in a
marathon third game Tuesday night
in Sinclair Gymnasium in front o f
more than 300 fans.
Rallying from 13-9 down and staving
off six game points, the Dukes went on
to win the game 18-16 completing a 3-0
victory.
JMU took the first two games by 15-6
and 15-8 scores.
11
1 thought it was a solid perfo rmance/' coach Disa Johnson-Garner
said. "Our team has reaUy come together
well this year."
The Dukes returned only five players
from last year's CAA championshipwinning team, but the leadership of
seniors Karla Gessler (8 kills, 4 digs) and
Sara Leveen (1 kill, 1 ace, 1 dig) have

"We want to be known as an aggressive serving team and you tend to have a
few more errors in order to be effective,"
Johnson-Gamer said.
One of those with the hot serving
hand was sophomore jessica Evers, w ho
served the match poinl
" I knew as long as I got the ball
over and in J co uld trust my team mates to finish the play," Evers said.
Tile Dukes d ominated the play at the
net. Everyone, inside and outside hitters,
was involved in a balanced attack, Johnson -Garner said . The catalyst of this
dominance was freshman setter Lauren
Ruzicka.
"That was only her third match but
she's doing a great job," johnson-Gamer
said. "She's got a real natural act for her
set choices."
The Dukes h ope to continue their
winning ways this Friday and Satur·
day at the Jamec; Madison Invitational
in Godwin Hall. Their first match 1s
Friday against the Pirates of Seton
Hall at 7:30 p.m .

THis WEEK IN IMU

SPoRrs
fRIDAY. SFPI'.

22:

- VolleybaU begins its JMU Invitational vs Seton Hall at 7:30 p.m.

- Men's soccer plays at Nonh Cartina-Wllmington at 7 p.m.
-Volleyball cootinues the JMU
Invite vs Howard at 10 a.m. and Vuginia Tech at 7 p.m.

-Field Hockey hosts North Carolina
Ghape1 Hill all p.m.

Guest
Predictor

Week# 3
Season total ...............
Last week...................
Winning percentage ..

..J

u..
z

Washington at New York G
New York J at Tampa Bay
Jacksonville at Indianapolis
New England at Miami
Kansas City at Denver
Tennessee at Pittsburgh

LLI

C!l
LLI

..J

...I

0

(.)

Notre Dame at Michigan St.
Michigan at Illinois
UCLA at Oregon
Clemson at Virginia
Miami at West VIrginia

Andrew Tufts
sports editor

Tom Steinfeldt
news editor

20-13
6-5
.606

19·14
4-7
.575

Travis Clingenpeel
asst. sports editor
18-15

4-7
.545

XrisThomas
photo editor

Gina Montefusco
da boss

16-17
6-5
.484

20·13
4-7
.606

New York
Tampa Bay
Indianapolis
Miami
Kansas City

New York
Tampa Bay
Indianapolis
New England
Denver

New York
Tampa Bay
Indianapolis
Miami
Denver

Washington
New York
Jacksonville
Miami
Denver

New York
Tampa Bay
Jacksonville
New England
Denver

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Michigan St.
Michigan
UCLA
Clemson
West Virginia

Notre Dame
Michigan
UCLA
Clemson
West Virginia

Notre Dame
Michigan
UCLA
Clemson
Miami

Michigan St.
Michigan
UCLA
Virginia
Miami

Michigan St.
Michigan
UCLA
Virginia
Miami

Not only did Hurricane Gordon ruin the weekend for Tampa natives, but it
also kept the Desert Fox from working on his bikini-zone. Couple tha~ with his
poor performance in last week's POTW, and it's easy to understand the pissed
look in his face.
·
Fortunately for Travis, the rest of the crew d id equally as poorly, leaving the
door wide o pen for Drew to take his rightful p lace as the line leader. The
biggest move of the week came with his Dallas-over-Washington pick, which
was called "pure balls" by some critics.

As for the X, a 6-5 performance had "The Red" and Desert Fox scratching
their heads wondering how a multicolor-haired photogrnph er cou ld possibly
beat them. This week X is looking for a giant overthrow as he's gone ou~ on a
limb ~s the only one picking Washington and the jets.
Even our guest p redictor, Monty (a pure football illiterate) was wise enough
to go with the G-men and the Bucs. Gina brazenly admits that she knows more
about croch et than sports. H opefully s he' ll bring some h onor back to the
"Guest Predictor" spot, which was b latantly disgraced last week.
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Best Price, Best Credit,
Best Time To Buy
Half6"

Whole 12"

Cold Cut.............................................. 1.49 ..- ......................................2.79

MTO Subs

Jr.

......................................4.79

h.nlian............................................... 1.79 .....................................:tl9

.........................................5.29

Club Combo............................................. 1.89 ........................................3.39

..........................................5.69

Hnm ........................;................................ l .69 ..............................-...........3. 19
Turkey..................................................... 1.119 ...........................................3.29
Roost Beef................................................. 1.89 ............................................3.29
Snlod Sub................................................. 1.79 ...........................................3.29

...........................................5.29
..........................................5.49
............................................5.49
...........................................5.49

Egg Salod Sub.......................................... 1.49 ......................................... 2.49
Ve:ggie....................................................... l .39 .....................:....................2.49
Cheese...................................................... l.49 ..........................................3.19

..........................................4.98
..........................................4.98
..........................................5.29
..........................................5.19

(ll.lm. aallml. buloana)

(J!CPJ'Clr ~m,l!lriculo, se""" lUIIami, I"IWUhl"" Chcdc)

-

(MaSlll<c:l , lUtko:y. h•m

(luna 1M' ~hlda~)

Cu~tom .................................................... I 79

.......................................3. 19

1P1NoRwALK·

MTO Deli Sandwiches

Hom & Cheese......................................................2 89Tuna Salad ......,..........................................................2.99
& Chce.~ ........................................................2.99Chce.se......................................................................2.89
Roast Beef & Chcese...............................................2.99 Custom.... .........................................., ..................2.99
E~ Snlad .................................................................2.49 Veggie........................................................................2.49
Ch1cken Salad ......................................................2 99

Halt6"

Whole 12"

Sceak.. .. ............................................... 1 79 .......................................... 1.29
Mc:atbnii....................................... ~ .......... I.S9 ..........................................2.59
Chlcl:en...................................................,l.99 ..........................................3.39
Pepperom ................................................. 1.39 ......................................2.49

MTO Hot Subs

Jr.

......................................... 5.29
..........................................4.59
..........................................5.79
..........................................4 29

MTOSaJads

Garden Sallld ...........................................................2.39 Taco Salad.......... . .............................................1.39
Chef Snlad................................................................:\.39 ROllSted Chicken Snlod.............................................3.79
Tuna or Chicken Snlnd...............................................3.59 Caes<1t Snlad.............................................................2.49
IChi,cken Caesar........................................................3.99 Caesar Side............................................................... 1.49

MTODawgs

2 World Famous S~tt

IBBedding
'-l:j F URNITUR E
~ Great Selection Sofa Gallery
1n1 M 4T1 U.I\'""

House oJQak I Sofas
Visit Our Website at: houseofoak.com

•

...................................................................
Ask Abt1U1 Our HShtttr. Fundrm.r~rs~ Ftlf ~Jur 0f1:0IIiUJiitlll

533 University Blvd. H:urisonburg. VA 57~3072 • 1825 S. Main St. Hanisonburg, VA 22801 574-3178

2475 S. Main Harrisonburg
behind Pizza Hut • 432-1383
HOURS: M-F 9-8; SAT. 9-6

························································~

Sunday
Septem.ber

24th
ATTENTION JMU ·STUDENTS
Infield spots available at
University Outpost
Port Republic Road
(540) 432~0~87
www.foxfieldraces.com

-

•
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Perspectives on Medicine
and He•llnQ--Beyond 2000
Complementary/Alternative Medicine
Friday.

October

e.

2000. a :oo a . m. - s:oo p.m.

Blue Ridge Community College.

wa,.,.. cava,

VA

Topics Include:
Acupuncture, Aging Natural~, Antioxidants, Aromatherapy, DruWHerb Interactions, Herbs,
Herbal Medicine-Making, Holisitic Health, Homeopathy, Integrative Medicine,
Natural Body/Skin Care, Nutrition and Tai Chi.
Register Now by calling (540) 234-9261, Ext. 215

with the skydivers at SKYDIVE ORANGE which has the area's
best student safety record and most experienced instructors
One day fi rst jumps, and
a staff dedicated to
keeping you and your ~~::::v-~
fellow JMU students
skydiving.

JMU discounts

1(8l)) SKYOIVE

Complete inlonnatioo fi on

International
Week bursts
with culture
INTERNATIONAL, from page 23
During the bazaar, Morocco's national ping pong
champion, seruor Rlda Belkoura, will display skills of
the sport on the commons.
Wednesday closes with a panel discussion entitled, "America through Our Eyes" presented by Gary
Beatty, associate director of admissions. "Often an
international stud ent will make a comment about
America or Americans that will surprise me. Their
comments may deal with the food Americans eat to
the way Americans purchase things. These observations will cause me to wonder if these characteristics
are unique to the American culture," Beatty said.
He said his motivation to hold the panel is to discuss items that s urprised international students
about America.
Thu rsday's schedule brings Celtic musician
Madeline MacNeil to the Anthony-Seeger Auditorium. The concert will feature MacNeil on both the
hammered and mountain dulcimers.
friday's lunch hour on the commons welcomes the
best of JMU dancers who will be performing different
styles of international dance from noon until1 p.m.
More great dancing and music PC Ballroom .
Tas te of Thai will cater the event, which includes performances by JMU alumna Angel Perez and guest
(Spanish music-piano/ song); Gina Ku drav and
Cheryl Tobler (guitar & flutes of the world); Professor Charles Harris and Karen Harris (ballroom dane·
ing); the JMU Folk Dance Oub; and Miramar (mid·
die-eastern belly dancer). Tickets are $5 for students
and $10 for the public and are available from the
CMISS in Warren 245.
International Week is again h osting the JMU
World Cup on Saturday, Sept. 30 at UREC on the ~rf
field. Interested teams and players representing different continents will compete from 9 a.m. to 7 p .m.
Anyone interested m ay sign up in Warren 245 or
contact Christina at sanchece.
International Week at jMU offers activities for everyone and is representative of many cultures to learn
more about the festivities visit the International week
Web site at www.jmu.edu/intemationnlfiu;etk2COO or call

·.

You11 Still h.

ATTENTION:

laundr b >ave to do
•
WASHER &'}; 'Ut atleast fOur own

DRYER in You{OU1/ have a
apartment
• g!WIII"'W!II!II

568-6273.
The festival , which is largely made possible by
volunteer s upport, is still seeking volunteers. Interested students can contact Jessica Mattis by e-mail at

attisjr.
All events are op en to the JMU and Harrison·
burg/ Rockingham communities.

Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane • Harrisonburg , VA 22801

888.999.1579 • 540.432.1001

Times have changed. There's more to life than work, and Etensity knows It That's why we Invest
time, money and energy in the personal and professional growth of each employee. It takes great
proje$:ts. world-class training and career development. A flag football team helps, although some
people prefer our foosball tournament "Caribbean Night" works too. You see, we understand that
there's more to a fulfilling career than a paycheck. We call this commitment to our employees
Collective Soul. Come and see the quality of life that results.
Email your resume to: collegerec.ruiting@etensity.com
Come vist us at: www.etenslty.com
"'*"'Come see us at Opportunities 2000 on Thursday from I pm until Spm, and join us
for an Information Session and free food on Thursday evening from 8pm until 9pm In
Taylor Hall, Room 302.
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GOINS IN
SECONDS

MJOIELE JOHNSTON/
Stmor artiM & seaior ,_,togmplwr
B Y KHALIL 0ARRI01T

comributing writer
Brannon Goins is not one to
let a good opportunity pass by.
The sophomore redshirt tailback has made the most of his
chances so far, and anyone who
knows him easily recognizes rus
"never-say-die" attitude and his
relentless pursuit to s ucceed both on and off the football field .
"He's a great kid and a welcomed addition to the team,"
running back coach George Barlo w said. " As h e's pract iced
more, he's become a very good
player. He's very coachable and
the ultimate team player."
The 5-foot-6-inch, 190-pound
transfer from West Virginia Universi ty has indeed earned the
respect of many already this
year. I tis blazing speed and elus ive ba ll ca rrying ski lls have
made him the Dukes' leading
r us h er through three games.
Goins attributes his success to
o the rs, s haring the s p o tlight
with those around rum.
"Offensively, we're meshing
in nicely," Goins said. "We got
to know each o ther real well
over the s ummer, the defense is
playing well also."

The beginning
It is not s urprising
that Goins h as
accomplis h e d a s
much as he has this
season. Coming off
a rookie season with
the Mo untaineers in
which he had flashes of
brilliance but saw limited playing time behind a
s tandout running back,
Goins sat o ut the 1999 campaign and earned an extra
year of eligi~ility at JMU.
"1 knew I wouldn't get
many opportunities to
play that year, so I had
to vacate," the Rockledge, Aa. native said.
Coach
Mickey
Matthews and his staff
didn't complain, welcoming
the addition to a team forced to
replace the legenda r y Cur tis
Keaton ('00), las t year's leading
rusher and Atlantic 10 Offensive
Plaw•,. of the YPar The Cinonnati

Bengals took Keaton in the fourth
round of the 200) NFL Draft.
Goins said that h e and the
other running backs on the team
don' t even think about having to
fill Keaton's shoes.
" I think we will do just fine,
as long as we continue to rotate
[running backs) and keep fresh
legs out there," Goins said.
Sharing playing time in the
backfield with Goins are senior
tailback Delvin Joyce, Junior fullback Robert Carson and junior
tailback B.J. Mino r . Together,
Goins, Joyce, Carson and Minor
s pear a four-headed running
attack that has opponents
scratching their heads for solutions to slow the Dukes' running
game. Wo uld -be Lock Haven
and Liberty tacklers had multiple opportunities to see the back
of Goins' #5 jersey s printing
downfield for more yardage.
"They wiU all get the same
pro ductivity combined as
[Keato n) did last yea r, and
they'll all help us win the rest of
our games," Barlow said.
In the
season opening
72-0
thras hing
of Lock
Haven

n

Sept. 2, the team
u sed a balanced o ffen sive
scheme to blow out their opponent in front of a b out 11 ,000
fans a t Bridgeforth Stadiu m.
Against visiting Liberty a week

later, Goins and the rest of the
offen se clicked again, resulting
in a 38-7 victor y. Goins gave
credit to the offens ive line and
good play--calling.
" l knew llock Haven] wasn't
going to be able to put up with
what we had on both sid es of
the ball," he said. "The Liberty
game was more of a tesL"

A welcome homecoming?
H owever, in Saturday's disappointing 26-7 d e feat at the
hands of the South Aorida Bulls,
the team s truggled , amassing
jus t 55 rushing yards to USF's
169. Even Goins had trouble getting it going, rus hing just 13
times for 17 net yards.
The players and coaches
knew that they wo uld be in for a
test against the Bulls, who will
play in Division l-A's Conference USA next year. Going into
the contest, JMU was ranked lt13
in the country among Division IAA teams.
'1 wanted to go out there and
play weU," Goins said before the
road loss. "Their defensive front
played very well and we couldn' t establish the run, which then
altered our passing game."
Sa turda y's game was a
homecoming of sorts for Goins,
w ho grew up about two hours
from Raymond James Stadium
in Tampa, Fla . Although the
Dukes didn't come away with a
win, it was the firs t time some
of the 23,000 people in attendance were able to see h ow
Goins has developed since his
days at nearby Rockledge I tigh
Sch ool. And, despite the outcome, Goins had the chance to
play in the home stadium of his
fav o rite NFL tea m,
the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers.
Spea king of
favorttes, Goins'
favorite NFL play·
er is former Detroit
Lions' running back Barry
Sanders. Not only are they alike
in physical s tature, but Goins
patterns his running s tyle after
tha t of Sanders, considca .:d by
many as arguably the best running back ever. Util izang his
strength and speed (Goins

benches 340 pounds and runs a
4.4-second 40-yard dash), the
si milarit ies betwee n h e and
Sanders are unparalleled.

The man under the helmet
O ff the football fi e ld,
Goins is a fun-loving, easygoing person. In his free
time, he likes to hang out
with his roommates, who
are also football players.
They are: outside linebacker
Derrick Lloyd, middle linebacker Derick Pack (las t season's N o. 1 tac kler) and
strong sa fety Ron
Atkins (last year's second-leading tackler).
The four get a lo ng
quite well, and Goins
considers his relations
with fellow pla yers
important to the team 's
ove ra ll success during

games.
"I get along well
with everybody; we
are like one big family," he said.
Uhe could describe himself both as a football player and as a
person - with just one word,
Goins picked " unique." Those
around rum agree with this opinion, and for good reason.
"Off the field, he is very per·
sonable and all the guys on the
team like him," Barlow said .
"He has a great sense of humor,
always makes something good
out of every situation, has a distinct love for the game and is
tremendously hard-working.
" He has a huge amount of
courage and heart, wruch helps
him excel on the field as well."
As is the case with mos t
s ports, bond s among p layers
are important for the team to
reach its full potentia l. As
Goins puts it, the offense says,
"Family on three" in the huddle eve ry now and then in
o rder to stay focused and prac·
lice team camMaderie.
"We plan o n s tanding by
each o ther, trying to win every
s ingle game," Goins said. "You
have to be a family out there [on
the field]."
A big part of establish ing a
"football family," in Goins' opinion, is being on the same page as

the coach. Goins says the playercoach relationship between he
and Matthews is very good, and
has had no problems adjusting to
his teaching style.
"He is a great coach," Goins
said. "We get along really well
and he knows how to treat his
players, he's very s traightfo rward."
Goi ns is certainly a
standout athlete. Also a
baseba ll star in hi gh
school, Goins has plen~ ty of natural athletic
ability to add to the
Dukes' footbaU program. His statistics
are a reflection of
how hard h e
works to get better, and he is quietly becoming a
team role mod e l
thro ugh rus
footbal l
acco m ·
ptishments.

The present and future
He is currently first on the
team in rushing yardage, with
315 yards, 7.0 yards per carry,
105.0 yards per game and two
touchdowns - w hich ties fo r
fo urth in scoring. In addition,
he is ti ed for third on th e
tea m in receiv ing, with 4 3
yards, 6.1 yards per catch and
14.3 yards per game. Goins is
a lso the tea m's leader in a ll purpose yardage, and h is 358
to ta l yards are good enough
for seco nd on the team i n
total offense.
The Dukes a re looking to
advance deep into the postseason this year, hoping to erase
memories of last year's 27-7 loss
to Troy State University in the
NCAAs. However, one thing
tha t s h o uld not be in doubt
come playoff time is the status of
Goins, w ho is certain to take
advantage of whatever opportunities come his way.
" M y goals a re to take it
game by game and to win each
game," Goins said. "Every Saturday I jus t go out and play as
hard as I can."
That's a scary thought for
future opponents.
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SPoRTs

"The Invisible Secretary"
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES

---------------

-~----

• Reports I Thesis I Editing
• Resumes I Cover Letters
• Desktop Publishing
• Brochures I Graphics
• Proposals I Contracts
• Manuals I Manuscripts

Specializing in Non-vegetarian/

Available 7 Days A Week

Vegetarian Indian Cuisine

Open to
JMU

students,
racunv,
andstam

(540) 433-1177
91 N. Main St.

Harrisonburg, VA
Lunch: Monday - Salurday
11:00 a.m.-2:30p.m.
Dinner: Monday - Saturday
5:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

International Photo
Contest!!
Share your overseas photos
for a chance to win!

Contest Rules:
•Entries cannot be larger than
4"x6"
•Entries can be b&w or color
•Photo must have been taken in a
country other than the USA!
•No more than three entries per
person
•Entries must be received by the
CMISS office (Warren 245) by 4
p.m. on Thursday, September 211

Winning entries will be on display
in Carrier Library during JMU's
third annual International Week
(Sept. 23-0ct. 2)!

For complete details, visit the photo contest website at
www.jmu.edu/intemational/iweek2000/photocontesV
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B E A T--Men's Water Polo

The Dukes suffered the11 second
loss of the year on Sunday as the
Blue Devils of Duke defeated JMU
3-2 .
Both teams posted 11 shots on
goal but Duke dominated on penalty
corners, scoring all three goals on
the penalty chances.
Senior Liz Sanders scored both
goals for the Dukes, both unassisted.
The loss drops ninth-ranked JMU
to 5-2 .

The Dukes defeated Vanderbilt In
the
final
game
of
the
VanderbiiUPuma Classic, 2-1 .
Senior David Wood scored the
winning goal at the 77:38 mark and
was named the tournament MVP.
The Dukes out shot the Commodores 14-4 despite having just
four corner kicks to Vandy's 5.
JMU next travels to the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington on Saturday.

Tuesday's game against Georgetown was postponed due to weather
conditions and was rescheduled for
Tuesday, Sept. 26 at 7 p.m.

The Dukes opened the season by
placing second among 23 teams at
the 22nd Annual Spiked Show Invitational.
Seniors Mike Fox and Eric Post finIshed second and third respectively in
the field of 278 runners. The team
next competes at George Washington
University a week from Friday.

JMU finished whh a third-place
team finish at Penn State's Spiked
Show Invitational.
Junior Michelle Smith led the
Dukes with a fourth-place finish In a
time of 21 minutes, 24.16 seconds.
Senior Kelsha Banks finished
15th with a time of 22:01 .82.

Last weekend JMU hosted Its
annual invitational and finished third
among the 17 participating teams
with a total score of 289-301-590.
Junior Chris Cope was the Individual tournament champion with a
final score of 68-73-141 . Cope finIshed in a four-way tie but won the
second playoff hole to capture the
title. JMU next plays at UNCW on
Oct. 2-3 .

••• ••,
,.~

1 hour
can make a BIG
difference in the life of a child.
Call Big Brothers Big Sisters at
433-8886
or e-mail bigbro@rica .net
to learn about volunteer opportunities.

Be a lten•ort
~

The men's water polo team
traveled to the University of
Richmond last weekend for their first
to urnament in league play. The tea m
fini shed 1 and 3 by defeating Duke in
overtime. They also defea ted
Richmond, the second-ranked team in
the nation, by one goal (in the third
quarter).

Women's Water Polo
The women's water polo team beat
Virginia Tech 15-1 in a Sunday
scrimmage at UREC.

Men's Rugby
Men 's rugby defeated
the
University of Maryland 36-8 on Sept.
9 thanks to three tries fro m senior
fullback Chris Mania. This Saturday
they take o n Virginia Tech at 1 p .m.
on Godwin field .

Men's Basketball
Tryouts for men's basketba II will
be held this Saturday and Sunday at
UREC from noon to 2 p.m.

City of Harrisonburg
The City with the Planned Future
Pool Supervisor (11745-1)
Position recruitment re-opened. Parks and Recreation. Ful-tlme position with benefits.
Preferred ltarting salary range: $22,<4&4 - $23,587. Position II retlp()Mible for planning
and supeMsilg pool operations and staff, ~ pool maintenance; and preparing
and maintaining appropriate records and riles. Directs and trmt lifeguards and pool staff
Involved In the operation and maintenance of a munlclpel swimming fadfity. Additionally
prepares for and coordinates special events held at the pool with other divisions,
departments or agencies. Requires thorough knowledge of community pool operations
Including safety practices and procedures, pool malntenanoe,llfeguardlng functions and
general facility maintenance. AbHity to supervise the work of others and perform water
rescue functions•

Bll; BROTIIERS

.JtJ ~~~'I!-~

Minimum requirement.: Any combination of education and experience equiValent to
graduation from college with major coursework in aquatic management, parks and
recreation administration or related field
Special Requirements: Must possess current certif1C8tions In llfesamg, Water Safety
Instructors, CPR. First Aid and the ability to obtain a Pool Operators License.
Application Deadline: October 19, 2000.

HAS AN OPINION
~

What's YOURS? ~

Appf1C8tlon Form. Application forms may be obtained from the City Manager's Offtce,
~5 S Main Street, Harrisonburg. VA 22601 or the VA Employment Commission
located behind Valley MaR Application fom1s may also be downloaded from our website
www.d hamsonburg.va.us Submit applications to
Human Resources Director
City of Harrisonburg, Virginia
3_.5 South Main Street
Harrisonburg, Vlrglola 22601
The City provides an excellent benefits paclcage Including quality health lnsunmce

and
paid retirement, life Insurance, vacation and holidays.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so
rewarding, you'll wonder
why you didn't do it sooner.

JOill CLUB I!
•••hrsllif •a.u ...,... •
..,.., 1rt.. . . . "'*"
pricM III'C~Idi•, pills Mti1• II
IIIIIMislllysalls&ftiiiLA*t.•
a,plicatielllllf Pill' . .,
ONLY $9
PER YEAR

One of the fastest ways to bu1ld a retirement nest egg
15 through tax-defened Supplemental Retirement

IT'S EASY TO SAVE MORE THROU&H
THE POWER OFTAX DEfERRAl

AMUIIleS (SRAs) hom TlAA-CREF

--

$10'2,068

W1th funds automatiCally deducted from your paycheck,
you can easily build rncome to supplement your pension
and Soc~al Secunty

II Kroger Slloppilg Center
1790·96 lMcntt Strtet

....Sat. 1o-9, s... 12-6 • 434·9999
ldtp://www.plal'-sic.co.

And your contnbutions to SRAs grow und1mmrshed
by taxes until you withdraw the funds.• Add to that
liAA-CREF's sohd h1story ol 1nvestment performance.
bolstered by our commtment to keeping expenses low,
and you have more money working fOf you

..,...Alia...............
........

$67,51 4

$41.232
$31,933
SI3,0S2
$11 ,609

So why watt? Let us help you bu11d a comfOflable ret~reINV£ST AS LITTlE AS ment today with tax-deferred
S2S • month
SRAs We think you Will find it
through
an autom~tlc
rewarding tn the ..,.,s
to come
plyroll
plan I
,~v·

10 YnAAS

lO YBAIIS

30 YI!.US
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Cultural Exchange Program
* Are you interested in learning about
different cultures?
*Do you want to meet people who share your
interest in international areas?

• Nolt. ~ Iedet lJ tax law, wtlhdr lfoNlls pro to age S9ll fTiiY be
~110 rt1tric110nS, and to a 10% addtdcnaltax.

Ensuring the futun
far those who shape it.•

TIAA-ClEF -

· 01 n:llrd ............

1.800.842 .2776
www. tiaa-cref.or

kit lnOI1! c~ tnformMJcn en cu ~ IJfl)duc1s. piMe <.a 1.800 a.2 273J, r111 5509, 10 rtqUrSt prO!ptCMes.lltld lhtm c.fully btforf )IOU ~l I. 'ltlu ~ bt lblt to lmoesl up 10 hiltS ...-num ol S10,500 per~. b I!UM .t pti1CNiztd c.Jic~ ol J0U1
INiinun conriMcn. aii"IM<IIlF 111100 a.2·2776. • nM<m ~ n1 hl!tubaNI
w. clsriMes the em nlnM
liN b~ ~ <1fWUIIe5 • THe~ !InN ~rwtosmSeMas.lnt. clstrW!e lht 1'\'rsoNf Mnuille ~ .....cy~ ltUull
funds and IUIIICIII WW9 ~ • 11M nl TIM<II(f Ute~ Co, New 'ltllt. NY. 15M inuancr and IIIIUiies. • liM.CIIlF lull
Contp¥Oy, FSI prowdes 1M1 teMCts • l~t products •• not fOtC IIIIUftd. mey lose vtlw and -not bri gu.w.rotttd.
0 2000 liM·O Ef OMI3

s-m.

Join us for the Cultural Exchange Program

When:
Time:
Where:
What:

Thursday, Spetember 21
6pm - 8pm
Taylor405

Welcoming Reception

U.S. nationals and internationals at JMU are brought
together once a month to
participate in CE programs
such as: day trip to DC, international dinners, cultural
performances, etc.

LIFESTYLES
4
3
3

9

1
8
9

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
•

Today's Birthday -

Friends can help your career, and getting a
better job could lead to more friends. Experience and luck are major
factors in your success. Decide what you want in September. Quick
wits lead to a lucky break in October. A surprising development sends
you back to the drawing board in December. The work's a challenge,
but you love it in February. Relocation expands your options in June.
Look sharp to attract important friends in july. Move quickly to gain
more status m August.
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day,
0 the most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 5- You could
'Ci" J get a bur:.t of energy, but
be careful You could
take off in the wrong
d1rection. Think about your priorities again and rearrange them,
if necessary.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 - Some

*

days your brain just
works better, and this
could be one of th em.
Reassess a problem that's had
you stymied . You may think of a
way around it or find a book that
helps.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6- lf you're
buying something for
your home, you may
have to spend nore than
you planned. O nly do that fo r the
highest quality. If this product
lasts long, you'll make your
money back.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
61 ~ Today is a 7- You

"

t1 should get a lucky break,

so watch for it. Something you've recently
learned could come in handy,
especially in an argument. The
other person may feel confident,
but that doesn' t necessarily mean
that he or she is right.
tfT"'

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6- Don't be
distracted by a person
you' d like to know better.
There'll be time for that
over the weekend. Meanwhile,
fin1sh something you promised.

Virgo (Au g. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7- O thers
admire you for your wit
and discretion. Your
courage is being talked
about, too. They'll be glad to help
if there's work to be done. Let
them know what you need,
quickly.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23)

l

Today is a 6- Take care

A A of details and keep a low
~j.~

profile. The more you
finish, the better. An
older person could ask for an
accounting. and you want to be
ready when that happens.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
Today is a 7 - Place that
long-distance phone call
now, instead of waiting
fo r tomor row. Your
conversa tion could make a
difference in the plans bo th of
yo u make. Don't relax your
guard.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)- Today is a 6 Over the next few days,
conditions will ease.
Meanwhile, a lest must
be passed . Schedule your
celebration for this weekend, but
don't relax yet. Make sure the
fa c ts and figures are at your
fingertips.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 A
partner may get through
where you tried and
failed . If so, don' t feel
bad. There's more than eno ugh
to keep you busy; delegate as
muc h as possible. If you keep
track of what's going on, you'll
still get credit where credit's due.

Aquarius

Oan.

20-Feb. 18)

Today is an 8 - S to p
giggling and get serious.
You have to finish some
work before you can
play. You should have big p lans
for this weekend. Don' t get
distracted from a job that must
get done.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 - You
might feel shy, but you
' '~ ~can power through it.
Don' t
let worries
interfere i! action needs to be
taken . Follow the lead of a
person you trust. Also, keep your
brain in gear, just in case you
nt.>cd it.
- Tribune Media Services

J~!)

ACROSS
1 Change a timer
6 Brick oven
10 Le Pew of
cartoons
14 Loathe
15 New York
waterway
17 Actor Reeves
18 Predatory
19 Make a mistake
20 Dumbo's w~ngs?
22 S1erra
Mountains
23 Cook In a wok
25 Lost traction
27 _ Ridge Boys
28 Watchful and
alert
32 Dog's warning
35 Vacillate
36 Night before
37 Actor McKellen
38 Inquire
40 Brown shade
41 Illuminated
42 Roy's Dale
43 Clamorous
45 Taking on as
one's own
47 Dos Passos
trilogy
48 Marine shockers
49 Swift-running
bird
53 Wound marks
56 Affirm positively
57 "Norma_"
58 Judge
61 Playwright
Clifford
63 Assaults
64 Baseball teams
65 She sheep
66 Pricey stones
67 V-fonnation flock
DOWN
1 Garden tools

2 Critic Roger
3 Puppeteer Lewis
4 Long, long time
5 Two-choice
quizzes
6 Irish county
7 Remsen and
Levin

8 Rim of a cup
9 Trawling device
10 Public march
11 Writer Bagnold
12 Jack of talkshows
13 French she
16 Rallying
21 Noah's vessel
24 Horizontal lineup
25 Turns around
26 Pre-Easter
season
28 Yet to be paid
29 Himalayan
bigfoot
30 Tanguay and
Gabor
31 Withhold
32
monster
33 Sudden attack
34 Not taken in by
35 Connery and
O'Casey
39 Wicked
44 Paddle
46 Dangers

SOLUTIONS TO LAST WEEK'S PUZZLE:

47 Function
49 Hot boxes
50 Peace goddes.i
51 Actress Phoebe
52 "Demian" author
53 Vault
54 Bird's crop

55 Competent
56 Part of a
molecule
59 Obv1ous toupee
60 Learn like a
monkey?
62 Conk out

GEEKS UNITE
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We Can Fix Itf

•

,.-, Harrisonburg
f J
\ u n1•tar1an
.
;,_(!.-=, ,4o!__..1 Universalists
Service 10:30 a.m.
We respect tht inherent won h and
dignity oftvuy pusan and justice,
equalif)• and compassion in
hmTUln relations.
\

867-0073
Visitors Welcome
http://home.rica.net/huu
Email: hburg @rica.net
Rt. 33, S miles west of H'burg at
Dale Enterprise Schoolhouse

Introducing JMU's first ever...

Intern a tional
Extravaganza!

FREE
99¢
Movie Rental
FREE MEMBERSHIP
Rr 33 East (nexrro Wendy'slocross from Pnrgo's)

433-9181

open 7 days a week

----

(CHEAP NIGHTS AT ACME

I • one FREE 99¢ rental •
I
Use this coupon for

expires 10122100

I per Sludent

Friday
September 29
PC Ballroom
7 p.m.

Come enjoy performances by various cultural groups
while enjoying a catered international buffet!
Food catered by Harrisonburg•s Taste of Thai Restaurant! I
Musical performances by Angel Perez (piano), Angela Cboi (pan
pipes}, Gina Kudrav (guitar), Cheryl Tobler (flute), and more!
Dance performances by JMU professor Charles Harris and wife Karen
(international ballroom dance), JMU's Folk & Ballroom dance group,
and the fantastic Miramar (MiddJe Eastern belly dancing)!!!

Limited seating! Purchase your tickets early!
$10, $5 FORJMU STUDENTS

Tickets can be purchased at the
CMISS office, Warren 245, or at
any major International Week
event!
Phone: 86~6636
Email: multicultural@jmu.edu
Web: www.jmu.edu/intemationaViweek2000

JMU's third annual international week

THURSDAY, SEPT. 2 1, 2000I T HE BREEZE

FOR RENT

PAID INTERNSHIPS

3, 4, or 5 IR Unlu A•.,'•"• .
Furni shed or unfurnished. Rent
starting at $150/ttedroom. Apple
Reol Estate, Inc. 54().433-9576.

FOR &UllMER 2001

FORSALI!
Ctt.ck Out Our Senutionel 70'a
"-ekl Gift & Thrift, 227 N. Main.

B"r Slpa, Gl eeeee, IMftere •
steins, shirts. Valley View AntiQueS,
434-7261.

v--.
1.200
mileS. Great httle cru1Sef1 New rear

1194

~Ill ·

t i re , accessones. $2,399. Call
568-3061 or 867.0732 an. 5 p.m.

HELP
[em $$$ Md ..... , _ • Judll'W
h i gh school girls' gymnastics
meets. Gymnastics knowledge
J)(eferred . Will train In techniques
of jud&fng. Call 828-0243 In the
eYenings lor Information.

Volunteere Needed • If you hlMI a
car call MartY. 435-RIDE.

Mix Redlo Neede

PM..._._..

Operaore • ~ In person at 130
Untversrty Blvd. EOE

WANTED

SPRING BREAK 2001

Rock a.nc1 l.ooldftC fOf leaelet •
with mouvatlon and dedication.
Call Scott , 574 0847 or a-mall

llli'tildl.ll. a..- llld l'ldrt
~w Hlllllg campus Rq15
E.1m 2 Ftct Tn~'
Ftct Mas..Bclck by Nov 2n4
Utlll01 fRfE itto pn 01 vw • on -tlnco

to build your rcaume plus

,...,. cancun. Fb1d&.

earn ~'er 86.000

-.tufdonpcdntcnt.com
Moree Fer1n N. .cls Occael onal
larn Cleaner ancl Help • wi th
honsel, Hotn llexible,10 mlle$ from
JMU, Call Mrs. Leigh, 2J4.8831.
Chlldcare WOfkere Nee4ed • lor
Harrlsonbufi Presbytenan Church

plllfiC*JOI34#aol.com.
Attention Merrlecl Stuclen tal
Meet Individuals or aroups for
lun and support!
MamedNoiDeiKI20()()flyehoo.com.

f'U'aiiY. Stnllly lllOITlirWS. 8:15am. ·
12:15

Fem.,a Grey Cocketlel • 2 years
old with cage, $75, o.b.o. Call
433-1372.

SPRING BREAK

Exc:cllenl 'real life· expmenc:c

Now Interviewing on·campus
1, 2, or 3 PeotM • to share SOuth
1/tew apattment with one pl. 48R.
4 bath, 1st floc)(. $100 bonus! For
details call Kristen, 438-2648.

$1,1100 Weekly jtotentiel · mailing
our clrculars. free Information. Call
202-452·5901

p.m.

Peld

position.

Refeleu:es A!QUIIed. Call801.0262.
'q I 11111• • Train. . end ~
Quartet Horse farm In Timbervtlle
(25 minutes from JMU) Is looking
for aomeone lnt8f'eltect In worllin&
with horses. Boarders are
welcome. Roundpen walker .
outdoor arena. Cal Chen Bliss.
896-1552.

lpriftl lreak Repe N"clecl • to
promote campus trips . Earn
money, travel !reel No cost. We
tra in you . 1-800·387· 1252 or
-·•~com.

Co•p•ter Re,.lr • CampusNet
cards. cables. Installation. Quick
response. C81147~7242.
lllenandoall llcycle Co. •
downtown Harriaonbufl, 437-9000.

New and used, &ales and service.
rental bench . .lable. lfOUP rides.

~·.,... Yl,......l, ••••
Proleulonel atudent skydlvtng
lnstrucuon. Malle your first jump In
one day. For a professional
brochure call 540·752·4 570.
-·~-com

Tutors W•tecl • lor all subject
areas and levels. JMU students
only. Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Center,
Vamer House lor an appliCation.

,.....,....,. • for church croups,
sororities. or any club! Connie.
568-1842.

HeM Extre c.tl? Writers wanted.

For men 111forrMoon llld 1$1lJUnee
repnlina lhe •nvesupuon c:1 OlllnCioa

Att~eles on sports, health, fitness.
scholarships, student Interests
and disabllibes. Pays $15 rot 200 •
300 word IW1lcles 141011 ac:ceplalCe.

- ····-

1·800-426-7710

laity ...... Bl'eltk lpedllll C8rcun
& Jamaica from $3891 Air, hotel,
free moats! Awi!ITJ Wll'ifq cornpenvl
Group leaders freel Florlda
vacations, S1291 1.aoo.678-6386.
sprlngbr•aktrBVel.com
Want••• Sprlftl lreakerel
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, &
Jamaica . Call Sun · Coast
Vacations lor a free brochure
and ask how you can organize a
small group end eat. travel !rae, &
eam cash! cai1-88S-777-4642 or &
n\lll~com.

Winter lreak/ llfrlnt lreek •
Ski & beach trips on sale nowl
Go to www.suncha.se.com or call
1·800.SUNCHASE tod8yl
Eerly llf"lalel Sprtna Break
Bahamas Party Crulsel 5 days,
$2791 Includes meals, partieal
Awesome beachu. nightlife!
oeparta from Aotldal Get group •

go treel spnt!ftbnta/drlfiN com

NOTICE

ltltlcle~s/andoa«s.com.

~Minas oppariWIIIics. conlfltt
lhe 8cacr Buoincs.~ a - ln.:

l-800-533-SSOI

lnMIIer complants last )eM Lowest
pnce guarantee! 1-80(),387 1252.

www.sprlngtNeaJr;dlnJCI.com

Frlen•• of Survlvore/ Mele
Support Group • ollered through
the Ofllee ol Sexual Assault and
Sub'Stance Abuse Prevention
beglnnll1&ln early October II you
are Interested 1n ~ PleaSe
contact Mtke at ~mu.edu.
Conlidef1tialrty Will be respected .
8oocl Job to All Tlloae Who
l'ertlclpatecl • 1n recn11tment th1s
year. Corcratulattons to all of cur
newest Baby Violets. We are so
excited to see all of you and wish
you the very best or luck wtth ~

, _ meniler period. UMI, TriSi(pna.

RMH Volunteer
Services
Deadline to apply for
volunteer service lhJs
semester ts Sept. 24.
Call 43$-4487 for detalll.

,._.a ClaMUlecl Ad ID
The Breeze

1-80067S6386.

StlriiW ...... [)efuM

Go Direct " levlr$1 11 lntemet
based Sprl n& Break company
offenn& wholesale Spnn& Break
packa&e s (no middlemen)! Zero

~.

tNble
air, lree food and pan,iesl cancun,
Jama•ca. Bahamaa, Mazatlan &
Ronda TIM free end earn caahl Do
tl on the Web! Go to ~.c:om
or call 80().293-1443 for infolmabon.

Come to the ba.scmmt of
Antony·Seeger Hall
82.50 (or the 1\rsl 10 words
82.00 for each addtuonal 10

liiB61%7

139

Attention JMU lecllee • ATe you no
longer rnterested 1n ·college
bOYS'? 11 you prefer to date &uys
your own age. then I am not the
one lor you. But ...i f you prefer
someone more mature. then reed
on. What 1 am looktn& for: to start
wi th, an available female (not
someone who wants to cheat on
her boyfriend). Hetght-w1se: let s
say 5'1. to 5'7 · . average build,
and or course. cute. 1 am looking
for a girl to hang out w1th , and
have some lun doing the s tmple
things in life. Goln& out lor a nice
dtnner. going to mOVIes, and I'm
open-mi nded to domg whatever
you like to do. Are you tired ol
'cheapskates·. or guys who are
just broke? Myself. I enjoy
spending money on a woman . II
we ere &Oin& out. you Will not need
a dime. Now a httle btt about me
Here's the good news: I am not
lat. not ugly, 8nd not a psycho. I'm
just a &uy who Is not 10terested in
1\aniinc out in bars, and ured ol
meet1nc women my own age wno
have tons or baggage. I am 31
(although the last person that
guessed my age, guessed 27). I
live '" Harrisonburg. and I nave no
kids I keep pretty busy, but can
alWays make ttme to spend with
a special ladyl And know thi s. 1
am not a playt>oy, and I am not
looki ng for 10 a trllnend s Just
one g•rl to spend some ttme wtth
and have as a part of my llle. It Is
no fun corm~ home to an empty
house every ntght. I know In my
heart that the ri&Jlt woman would
add much happi ness to my life.
Could that person be you ? If
Interested, c ontact m e at
~~.com.

\XfRrrER '\XjORKSHOP
N\C>NDA Y ® S 30 PIV\
IN THE BR.EEZE OFFIC E

For vottng reg1stration info, see www.y2vote.org

......~ IEOlLIIURIED
, C> B E A
STAIFn= "-X/RDRlER

~---......_ ALL
GINAORAL ft
~Inn UOLUl:.SiriiONS
568...61127

If you don't do it, who w ill?
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PERSONALITY PROFILE
Born to Run

Marion Jones, the world's fastest woman, has a chance for S
gold medals in Sydney.
By Marni Greenberg
All eyes are on Marion jones at the 2000 Olympics. She's
already the World's Fastest Woman, a title she claimed by winning the 100-meter final at the World Championships in Athens
in 1997. "She started crying right away," her husband C.j. Hunter
told an interviewer. "It was quick though. It was Marion. She even
cries fast."
Sport: Sprints and long jump
Age: 24
Height: 5' 9"
Weight: 150 lbs.
Born: October 12, 1975 in Los Angeles, Calif.
College: Graduated from the University of North Carolina in
1997 with a B.A. in Communications
Married: Shot putter Cj. Hunter on October 3, 1998
Residence: Raleigh. North Carolina
Goals: 5 gold medals at the Sydney 2000 Olympics-accomplished only once before (Finnish runner Paavo Nurmi, in Paris
in 1924)
Coach: Trevor Graham, a jamaican Olympian
Trains: Only with men,
including 400- meter star
Antonio Pettigrew
Income: Eamed nearly
$750,000 in prize money
in her last two meets
alone last season
Three-Peat: First
woman in 50 years to
win the 100-meter and
200-meter dash and
long jump at the USA
Championships.
Speed: Clocked a best
time of 10.65 seconds in
the 100 and 21 .62 in
the 200-both in
Johannesburg.
Record: Undefeated in
every competition since
her last one of the year
in 1998, when Heike
Drechsler of Germany
beat her in the World
Cup long jump. •

2 steamtunnels.net

Ones to Watch

These students just happen to be Olympic athletes-watch for
them in Sydney.
by Erin Dionne

Jenny Keim

U.S. Olympic Diving Team
University of Miami
Sydney marks Jenny Keirn's second
visit to the Olympics. The first time, at
age 16, she placed 9th on the springboard in Atlanta. A University of Miami
senior, Keim actually retired from diving
after the 1996 games, and only took it up
again when she was offered a scholarship to Miami.
"I figured that it would be a great way to get through school, but I
never at that point had any dream of [going back to the Olympics].
But once I was on the boards again ... you can't just dive and not
give it your all."
This year she's diving in the 3-meter springboard competition,
and as the 2000 NCAA National Champion in the 10-meter platform, she has the experience to bring home a medal.

Ed moses

U.S. Olympic Swimming Team
University of Virginia
Ed Moses started taking his swimming
seriously as a high school senior, when he
won the 1998 Junior National
Championship in the 100-yard breaststroke. In the two years since he's raced to
the top of his sport, breaking world records
three times at the 2000 NCAA Championships.
Currently a student at the University of Virginia (majoring in athletic
training). Moses takes to the water in Sydney in the lOOm and
200m breaststroke. His sights are set on success.
"As far as my expectations for Sydney, they haven't changed. I
went to Virginia this year expecting a gold in Sydney."

Lorrie Fair

U.S. Olympic Soccer Team
University of North Carolina
She was the youngest person on that
team. At 21 . Lorrie Fair helped rnake history as part of the 1999 Women's World
Cup team, and she was the only member of ~
the team to have- and take- her last year of
NCAA eligibility that fall. She played for the North
Carolina Tar Heels and helped them to a total of three NCAA
Championships in her four years. Fair was an alternate for the
Olympic team in Atlanta, so the Sydney games will be her first time
playing for gold.
When she was 13, Fair received an autographed poster of
Michelle Akers, the now-retired star of women's soccer. The picture
still hangs above her bed. "Michelle was the only girl role model I
had,• Fair said.
Now she's the role model.
continued on page 4
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Geneuleue Robertson

Corpo~t~r

Prt5ident & CEO-Robert Desmond
Chief O~riltlflg Oflbr-Jo~ph Frffillan
Chi~l Financial Ofli~-Peler u t.lhno
V~ee President of Niltlonal AdvertisingMark Buslnsld
MIS Dir«tor- DJVid Stifter
Office Man.Jger-Jesse Lee
Editorial
Editor-in-Chief- Robert Desmond
Man~~ging Edrtor-Keith Powers
Cre.Jtiv~ Director- Audrey Borowski
Senior Editor- Erin Dionne
EVPnls Editor-Molly Delano
ProductiOn Coordiniltor-ThomiiS Webb

Contributing DesrgMrs-jason Fa~rchtld, Sue Cell
Contributing Writers- MIChelle Agutlar. Adam

Baldwtn, Mel•nie Farmer, Erlu Ftic:k. Gina Fraone,
January Gill, Amanda Hill. Dan Johnson, Jason
lowenthai,Tam.tr Maor, Nic:k Montfort, Bob Mucci.
Mac Randall, Genevieve Robertson, Su c:ey
Shackford, Mtc:helle Silver, Jack Teems, John Walker,
Karen Zierler
National Adverttslng
Account Executrv~EII S. Belli
Account Executive- Kay Dendy
AcCDUnt Executive- Francis J. Fitts
Sillts Associ1t~Usa Bruckensleln
Silf~s Associate- Usa M. Karl

Regional Markettng Manacers
Northeast- Andrew Gregory
Southeast- Saul Lockner
Mid-Atlantic- David Mars
Southwest- Peter Maugeri
Midwest- Tony McRoberts
West Co.Jst- Matthew McRoberts

Content Producer
Brian works in the
Steamtunnels San Francisco
office, juggling several projects at a t ime and making
sure everything runs smoothly. H is numerous responsibilities include producing and
laying out graphics for the web site, providing support for our web advertising
programs and laying out the Steamtunnels
newsletter. In his free t ime he helps provide
tech support for our campus representatives and manages the Steamtunnels web
marketing and affiliate programs.
School: California Polytechnic State
University, San luis Obispo, CA
Major: BS in Landscape Architecture
Ho bbies: playing guitar, snowboarding,
camping
Most recent job: Regional Manager,
Environmental Care, Inc.
Favo rite web sites: hyperreal.com,
w1red com, coolhomepages.com

Web Development

Contributing Writer
Genevieve digs up most
of the lists and boxes
found in Steamtunnels. On
a weekly basis she
researches such varied topics as why freshmen leave college and the
top ten highest-grossing movies. A graduate of Emerson College's MA p rogram in
Publishing, she also writes fiction and
poetry and has been published in several
magazines. Look for her boxes, as well as
articles on the digital divide and Internet
filmmakers, in future issues of

Steam tunnels.
School: Western Washington University,
Bellingham, WA. BA in English with a concentration in creative writing
O rigins: West Coast girl through and
through- from Seattle, born in Oregon.
Pets: Cat named Elmo who weighs 17 lbs
Favorite web sites: w~red . com ,
msound.com, suck.com, bornmag.com
and for the horoscopes-astronet.com

Directors of Web Development- Aaron Bell,

Lawrence Gentilello, Tuyen Truong
Online Editor- Wendy Marinaccio
Cont~nt Produc~r-Brian Maclde
Cr.Jphic DtsignM- Sanford Arisuml
Edttortill Advtsory Board
Darryl J. Brehm - Untversity of llltnois, Chkago
Kathryn l1wrence- Universlty of Texas Austin
Brendan Mclhtr- SoyouwannJ.com, Inc.
St.lcey Nail- Cal State Long Beach
laurie-Ann P1rtot1J, M.Ed.-Brown
Blai~ Provttolt~ -Fiorida State t~nd Flond1
Ronald Sptelberger- College Media Advtsors.
E!tecutive Director
Alan Waters- West Virginia
Steamlunnels• ts • publication of
CollegeWebGuide.com. Inc.
Copyright 0 2000
All Rights Reserved
CollegeWebGulde.com. Inc.
Main Offke
220 Boylston Sl, Suite 302
Chestnut Htll, MA 02467
tel (617) 964-5060
fax (617) 964-5065
info@m•mtunnels.nel
Adve:rtJsinc SaiM
Empire 5t.lte Butlding. Suite 3920
350 Fifth Avenue
New York. NY 10118
tel (212) 404 7455
fax (212) 404· 7460
Jdvertistngllsleamtunnels.nel
Web Dewlopment
37A 29th Street
Sc1n Franosco. CA 94110
tel (415) 401-1560
fax (415) 206· 1409
Email: You can send email to 1ny Steamtunnds staff
~mber by typtng the person's first tniltill and ~sl
n.Jme, followed by @'steamlunnels.net

Steamtunnels' Dorm
Decorating Contest!
Is your whole room covered in purple
velvet? Does your idea of decor include
bar mirrors and twinkly lights? Show us!
Send Steomtunnels a picture of your decorated dorm and we'll award a prize to the
coolest room out of all entries received
by October 13, 2000. Email digital pictures to editor@steamtunnels.net or send
them to Steamtunnels, 220 Boylston St,
Ste. 302, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467. Each
week we'll post our favorite entries on
our site for you to check out. Click on
ste~mtunnels.net for complete rules and
submission guidelines.

In next week's issue
Steamtunnels personal•ty p rofile· Meet
the authors of the Worst-Case Scenario
Survival Handbook, joshua Piven and
David Borgenicht.
Web 1te fea t ure review· Freebie web
sites
Plus· First-Time Buyers Guide for
Handheld MP3 Players, lots more

On the Couer
Clockwise from top left: Ed Moses (C> Donald
Miralle/ AIIsport), Marion Jones (<0 Jed
Jacobsonn/AIIsport). Lorrie Fair (C Andy
l yons/AIIsport), Oscar Chaplin Ill (C Bill
Haber/AP), Jennie Keirn (f) Otto Greule
JrJAllsport).

Steamtunnels Poll
Should racial preferences be
part of the college admissions?

Go to steamtunnels.net and
let us know.

Haue fun, earn cash!
Steamtunne/s is hiring campus representatives and sales reps at each of
our affiliate college newspapers.
Check out steam tun nels.net for
more information.

Email gour resume to
campusjobs@steamtunnels.net.

steamtunnels.net 3

continued from page 2

Oscar Chaplin Ill

U.S. Olympic Weightlifting Team
Savannah College
The US only sends two men to compete in Olympic weightlifting, and one of them will be Oscar Chaplin Ill. Chaplin took the
overall gold medal in the junior World Weightlifting
Championships this summer-and he was the first American in
the history of the Junior Worlds to do so.
He's a four-time national champion. holds
three American records, and can lift 738
lbs. When he won his spot on the
Olympic team, he was overjoyed. "I still
can't believe it. I mean I can, but I
can't. All I know is this is the greatest
day of my life."
The greatest day, that is, until he lifts
that gold medal in Sydney.

Hmy Chow

U.S. Olympic Gymnastics Team
Stanford University
When she was 3, her mother tried to
enroll her in a ballet class, but was told
she was too young. So Amy Chow
signed up for gymnastics instead, a
decision that would result in two
Olympic journeys. Chow, 22, was a
member of the Magnificent Seven, the
American gymnastics team that won
the gold medal in Atlanta in 1996. She
quit training shortly after to concentrate
on pre-med studies at Stanford University. But
Sydney's siren call was too strong-Chow decided to come back
to t he sport and secured herself a spot on the Olympic team once
again. "There's always new skills to learn. You can invent skills, do
harder skills, you can correct the technique of so many skills. I like
it, I've been gotng at it for 18 years," said the dedicated Chow,
who's favorite event is the uneven bars. •

neat net Tricks
~Jack Teems

Gbtnt le•p S.Ckw.rds
Use the right mouse button feature in Netscape or IE
instead of the Back button to return to previously visited sites.
This displays all recently visited sites so you can take a huge
leap backward.
Desktop Diet

Make room on your desktop by shrinking your icons. Right·
click anywhere on the desktop and select Properties and the
Appearance tab. In the Item drop-down menu, select Icon,
choose a smaller size, and click OK. You may need to experi·
ment to find the ideal size, small enough but still manageable.
Euy M.il and News Ac:tv.nce
Next time you're sifting through your email or newsgroups
(like Usenet) the easiest way to advance to the next unread
message, with most readers, is simply the N key. If you want to
read all messages in sequence, including those previously read,
use Shift+N .
Dehult WordPad
If you often try to open a text file and you're told the file is
"Too large to open with NotePad. Would you like to use
WordPadr bypass NotePad and make WordPad your default. In
Windows Explorer, select View Folder Options (or just Options,
depending on your version of Windows) and File Types. Scroll
to Text Document, click Edit and then on Action:open. Click on
Edit and browse for c:\windows\ write.exe or whatever path your
Windows system uses. Select that file, click OK, then back out.

Jack Teems (iteems~steamtunnels.net) publishM Neat Net
Tricks from Rapid City, SO. For more Neat Net Tricks, visit
NeatNetTricks.com.

College-age Olympians
Event

Gymnastics
Shooting
Diving
Track & Field
Track & Field
Diving
Track & Field
Shooting
Cycling
Diving
Boxing
Fencing
Track & Field
Track & Field

Sex
F
F
M
F
M
F
F
F
F
F
M

M
M
M

Name
Jennifer Parilla
Thrine Kane
Troy Dumais
Mikele Barber
Gabe Jennings
Sara Reiling
Seilala Sua
Melissa Mulloy
Erin Veenstra-Mirabella
Jenny Keirn
Clarence Vinson
Keeth Smart
Ja'Warren Hooker
Terrence Tramell
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Date of Birth
1/ 9/ 81
5/24/81
1/21 /80
10/ 4/ 80
1/25/79
9/18/79
2/25/78
3/16/78
5/18/78
6/ 17/ 78
7/10/78
7/29/78
9/24/78
11/23/78

School

Saddleback CC
Xavier
Texas
South Carolina
Stanford
Indiana
UCLA
U of Alaska/Fairbanks
UC/Colorado Springs
Miami
Northern Michigan
St. Johns
Washington
South Carolina

Web site
usa-gymnastics.org
xu.edu/athletics
big 12 sports.com
ncaachampionships.com
gostanford.fansonly.com
nbcolympics.com
uclabruins.fansonly.com
ncaa.org/champadmin/rifle
nbcolympics.com
nbcolympics.com
sportspage.com
nbcolympics.com
gohuskies.fansonly.com
trackwire.com
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Advances in technology are changing the way the Games are played and watched.
By Christine Junge

T

echnology affecting everything from
mimic the skin of sharks-said to help
computer speed to genetic engineerwater pass over the swimmers more effiing has taken Olympic-sized leaps
ciently-covers the swimmer from neck to
and bounds in the last few years, and the
ankle. It's also been reported to help combehind-the -scenes equipment for this
press athletes' muscles, thereby reducing
fatigue and lactic acid levels. The seams
summer's games is no exception. The
clothes the athletes wear, how viewers
provide tension that imitate the body's ten- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - dons; since the suits are created
individually to match up with a
swimmer's muscles. Speedo is claiming that times could be improved by
3 percent. Jenny Thompson, of the
U.S. swim team. agrees.
wl really like the new suit. I have
watch events. and the very torch that
a personally fitted one, so I feel fortunate.
marks the beginning of the games have
It fits me perfectly. It's sleeker and more
streamlined. and has much less suit-tobeen all but revolutionized.
skin transition .~
Believe it or not. what athletes wear has
Runners are not far behind in the race
more to do with scientific research than the
ebb and flow of fashion. For example, this
for new and improved athletic wear. Some
year's male swimmers won't be sporting the
will be trying out a full-length, hooded
usual bikini briefs (much to the chagrin of
body suit to combat the cool weather
some female spectators). The new Fastskin
expected in Sydney. And on the shoe front,
adidas-owned technology (adidas.com)
swimsuit, which has tiny V-shaped ridges to
helps reduce vibrations in runners' legs, increasing muscle
performance. Adidas realized
that continued insertion and
extraction of traditional track
spikes were a waste of athlete's
energy, so their new spike
grips the track rather than
penetrating it.
For those of us not sporting any athletic wear at the
Games this fall, new technology has been in the works to
make watching the events a
more interactive-if not an
up-to-the-minute-experience. Video highlights will be
shown on NBC's web site
(nbcolympics.com), but complications with broadcasting
rights means that there won't
be any live web casts of events.
The official web site of the
Olympics, olympics.com, has
athlete biographies, competltion schedules and information
on participating countries. This
is the first year a site was
declared the official site of the
Olympics, and officials are pre-

The clothes the athletes wear, how
ulewers watch euents, and the uery
torch that marks the beginning of the
Games haue been all but reuolutionized.
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dieting it will break records in terms of the
number of visitors. Other sites, including
ibm.com/fanmail, will allow fans to send
messages to athletes.
Even the Olympic torch is technologically advanced, in an attempt to avoid the
blow-outs that occurred during the torch
run before the 1996 Summer Olympic
Games in Atlanta . A collaboration
between the Australian-based Adelaide
University's mechanical and chemical
engineering departments, and a fuel and
combustion firm , produced a new, weatherproof torch. The supposedly wind and
rain immune flame is environmentally
friendly as well.
So technology will change the summer
Olympics even before they start. Let the
Games begin! •

Over 50 percent of students expect to
be millionaires by th.- time they tum 40.
More than 2,000 college students and
recent graduates responded to the question, "How old will you be when you make
your first million?" Here's what they said:
Under 30
Between 30 and 40
Between 40 and 50
Over 50
Never
Sourt~ job Trillt.Com

25%
27%
13%
6%
29%

- -
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Or is it1
By Molly Delano

Y

our eyes are red and scratchy, victims of another all nighter in a chat room. Your fingertips are calloused
from constant banging on the keyboard.
You stop at the library 10 times a day to
check your email. Sometimes the only
thing that makes you relax during exam
time Is a few hours surfing the web, mindlessly jumping from site to site.
Does all this mean you're a member of
that new class of cyber-psychotics, the
Internet Addicts?
It all depends on who you're talking to.
Some researchers claim that up to 6
percent of Internet users are addicted.
Others say it's just porn sites and chat
rooms that hook users, while still others
say all the hype about Internet addiction
is just that- hype.

hooks- users is the ability to transcend
physical and personal limitations online.
A geeky teenager can go online and
become a stud or vixen in a chat room,
or the shy reclusive type can transform
himself into a fearless warrior while
playing video games.
Students have reported missing classes, meals and even parties to feed their
cyber jones, and researchers say marriages, relationships and work are all negatively affected by compulsive Internet use.

Internet Addec teon 01!>order

• blowing off commitments to stay online

According to David Greenfield, president of the Center for Internet Studies in
West Hartford, Conn. (virtualaddiction.com), more than 11 million
Americans are afflicted by some form of
cyber addiction.
The most common categories of
addictive Internet use are pornography,
gambling, chatting and fantasy games.
According to a study conducted at the
University of Pittsburgh, women are drawn
to forging friendships online, while men
are more prone to engage in X-rated fantasies. What initially attracts-and then

Are You A Junk•e?

There are tons of quizzes onlinenaturally- that will tell you if your
Internet habit is healthy. Visit sites like
stresscure.com. netaddiction.com, and
iliwonline.com/ webaholics.htm.
Symptoms of net addiction include:

• using the Internet as a retreat from
stressful situations
• running up enormous ISP/ phone bills
unintentionally

Internet are no different than those that
spend a lot of time watching TV or working. Grohol also points out that
researchers have not yet been able to
agree upon the average time people
spend online-estimates range from 7 to
19 hours a week.
Internet addiction is not a recognized
mental illness, at least not yet. But even
the most hardcore skeptics can agree that
compulsive gaming, gambling, chatting, or
surfing on the web can have dire consequences, especially when it comes to
forming relationships and developing a
social skills. •

• compulsive email checking, ignoring
friends and family
• losing track of time while you're
online
• denying that you spend too much
time online when people confront you
Don't panic if
all of the above
apply to you. Many
psychologists
believe that Net
addiction isn't all
it's cracked up to
be. Dr. john
Grohol, who runs
an online mental
health service,
psychcentral.com,
believes that people who spend an
inordinate amount
of time on the
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'" Hffirming Diuersity
Hre Race-Based Admissions Used Ht Your School7
By Michael Dougherty

'H

ffirmative action may be one of those
phrases that sparks a brief second of
recognition- could be something
you've heard on the news, or a phrase you
absorbed in an American history class.
So why is it that students at the
University of Massachusetts. Amherst, the
University of Florida, the University of
Teltas, the University of Michigan, the
University of California, and other
schools across the country are holding
rallies, taking over buildings, and organizing '60s style protests in the name of
affirmative action?
There are many people who believe
affirmative action at the universi1y levellegislation that allows universities to admit
students and hire professors according to
race or gender- is the most important
issue in higher education.
Affirmative action affects admissions,
faculty (hirings, firings, promotions and
tenure), financial aid and curriculum. A
school's policy holds lasting ramifications
for every student-educationally and
socially. Who gets in? Who teaches? What
will they teach?
So how does it affect you?
Practically every state university system
in the U.S. has some form of affirmative
action policy, a plan to ensure that the student body and faculty reflect the diversity
of America.
But recently those plans have come
under legal attack in many states, sparking
passionate debate both for retaining and
eliminating race- and gender-based admissions decisions.

Everyone knows a student who got into
school for athletic ability, or an uncanny
talent for the oboe, but applications are
also evaluated for cultural factors, such as
country of origin, number of people in the
family who have gone to college, socioeconomic background, and race.
The Controveny

are still working overtime to make sure
their admissions policies reflect their commitment to diversity.
In addition to special recruitment
efforts designed to reach out to minority
students, many schools have embraced
complex admissions policies that seek out
students with non-traditional backgrounds.
If you applied to a state school this year;
it's probable that your application was evaluated on a point system that factors in
things like: the quality of your high school,
your racial background, how much money

Over a half-century ago, affirmative
action was introduced as the next step in
making America a more perfect union. Its
purpose was to take an unfortunate past
and make 1t a fortunate future. Affirmative
action was designed to aid minority groups
(including race, gender,
-----------------------t
religion, age and ethniciCheck out gour own school's afflrmatlue
ty) in achieving equality
action pollcg- gou might be surprised to find
in business, education
that students are admitted according to race,
and society.
It may sound pretty
gender, and economiC backgrOUnd.
good, but affirmative
action policies are some of the thorniest
your family has, and if you are the first
subjects on campus these days, attracting
member of your family to attend college.
the interest of national civil rights leaders
It's even possible that you were admitand turning campuses into hotbeds of
ted or rejected because of these circumactivism and protest.
stances-a situation that has sparked
Affirmative action has been abandoned
some students to initiate law suits against
by many universities because its legal
their state universities, including the
defensibility is no longer certain-court
University of Georgia.
after court has overturned the policy, proMaybe you aren't even aware of it,
claiming it unconstitutional.
maybe you are. But rest assured: affirmative
But for those students committed to
action policies and their offshoots are
enhancing diversity on campus, the
shaping your college experience. •
repeal of affirmative action is seen as a
step back in time.
jason Rigby, a student at Indiana
Purdue University/ Fort Wayne, said he
believes affirmative action is the best way
For more information about affi rmato ensure that potential students get a
tive action in higher education:
foot in the door.
"The university is the
Diversityinc.com
largest melting pot of the
soyouwanna.com (search for affirmative
city, [where) mind power
action)
is the most important
cpnet.com (search for affirmative action)
thing. We need to pay
attention to make sure
washingtonpost.co m/wp-srv/
everybody is getting a fair
politics/ special/ affirm/ affl rm.htm
shot."
infoplease.com (search for affirmative
The Next Steps
action)
Despite the fact that
wdn.com/ cir/ cr-aa.htm
universities can no longer
There are lots more links to affirmative
rely on affirmative action
action
sites at steamtunne ls.net
policies to admit minority
students. many schools
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Phone Home-for free!
Use t he web to ruke free long d istance phone cah.
by Tamar Maor
ick of spending
money on phone
calls each month?
Try getting your long distance for free. Yes, free.
Make calls over the web
and save money.
There are two ways to
get long distance calls for
free: either use a program
where you speak through your computer
to a phone, or earn calling card minutes
by listening to advertisements before or
during your call.
The site that offers the best service
is MyfreeLD.com (myfreelD.com).
They provide no-charge long distance
service to the U.S., U.K., France, the
Netherlands and Switzerland. If you
have fri ends around the world this Is
the only site that offers such a large
selection of countries in their service.
First make sure you have their system
requirements. You'll need Microsoft's
NetMeeting, which you can download
for no charge at microsoft.com/
windows/netmeeting. After installing
NetMeeting and registering, there's no
limit on the number of calls you make,
or how long you speak.
Phonefree (phonefree.com) also
requires a software download and registration, but you receive many free
services in el(change. They offer PC-tophone calling in the U.S., PC-to-PC
voice calling anywhere in the world,
voice mail, and file and picture transfer.
If you'd rather not put more propinS on your computer, there are sev. .II.OpUt)nS thc1t don't require down...,.-.~.. Mediaring has a free PC to phone
(freeallls.med'-1nc-com)
you just make calls
off

S

You can call the
Another site
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based service is Dialpad
(d .. l.,.d.com ). All you
tyye to do is register. and
then use their java-based
program to make all the
calls you want
The one problem
with making PC-tophone calls is the poor
sound quality, especially
you're us
the microphone and
speaker from your computer. If you're
planning on using web-calling as your
primary mode of making calls, invest in
a headset- purchase one online or at
your local computer store-and your
sound quality will improve.
If talking through your computer
doesn't satisfy that need to nuzzle the
telephone between your shoulder and
ear, all is not lost. Direct your browser
to Speak4Free (Speilk4free.com ).
Ready to make your phone call? Enter
your number and the number you're
calling. Your phone will ring and you'll
hear a short audio ad before being connected with your friend. The call is limited to five minutes, but you can make as
many as you wish.
To make a longer phone call,
Broadpoint (Broadpoint.com) is the
service you should use. listen to as
many 10-15 second ads as you wisheach earns you two minutes of telephone talk time-before you make
your call. You can only earn two hours
a month, but how you divide your two
hours is up to you.
Next time you pick up the phone to
call your friends across the country,
you might consider using an Internetbased long distance service instead.
With all the money you save you might
be able to buy a plane ticket and see
them in person! •

IUIIlage

IUIIIage.com
It was only a few years ago that men dominated
the Internet, but now men and women travel the
information superh1ghway in nearly equal proportions. However they're often headed in different directions. Right now, the most popular
Internet site for women is iVillage.com. The site
is so heavily trafficked, its nearly 6 million
unique visitors per month outnumber even
ESPN.com and USA Today Online. With channels
of information such as Health, Beauty, Fitness,
Money and Relationships. iVillage is the complete destination site for women.

mUSIC
muslcmaker

muslcmaker.com
Imagine being able to order mus1c d1rectly from
a recording studio:
"I'll take some Smashmouth, the new Santana,
and a little Coltrane."
"Do you want any Strauss with thatr
With today's eclectic tastes, it is often hard to
find the CD that is just right. Musicmaker.com
makes the search a little easier. Their 200,000+
database of songs (everything from Beethoven
to Britney Spears) offers just that-the tunes
you want minus the industry filler. It is a sleek,
easy-to-navigate s1te that keeps prices low
(helping to defray the unfortunate shipping
charge), and offers a secure server for all transactions. Musicmaker assures you that with a few
simple steps and clicks, you'll be hearing only
the music you want on your custom-made compact disc. MDougherty

SEHRCH EHGIOE
magellan
magellan.exctte.com
new type of search engine that provides an
even more comprehensive way of finding things
on the web. With new technology, \1agellan is

A

able to search by concept instead of just by
words included in the text of a web site. It also
interprets relationships between words and ideas.
giving you more accurate responses when searching. Yet another improvement in finding exactly
what you're looking for on the web. £Feick

TECH TRICKS
Prluacy
p IUdCy.n,at
This site is run by the Consumer Information
Organization, a foundation that aims to inform
Internet users on the privacy dangers involved
with surfing the web. They provide demonstrations on how your web activity and your identity
are easily tracked by web sites, or how e-mail
tracing occurs. Many other articles on privacy
infringements are available, each with advice on
how to avoid these situations. TMaor

GlftmOUR

nBCOtympks

Beautynet

This is your Olympics headquarters. From
archery to wrestling. NBCs site covers every
aspect of the Sydney games with daily news, TV
coverage schedules, athlete bios, shopping,
Australian weather and every other piece of
minutiae about the Olympic games you could
ever dream of. The athletes themselves even
weigh in for NBC under the Athlete's Voice section. which highlights quotes from all of the contenders about their thoughts as the games
approach. The big downside to Internet coverage
is that there will be no live web casts. but
Quokka. the leader in sports technology, will
provide continuous video clips of the games.

beaotynet.com
If there's nothing you like better than curling up
with a fashion mag and soaking up all their tips
on hair, skin, nails, and makeup, then you'll be
happy to know that you don't have to shell out
three bucks every time you need a beauty fixbeautynet has it all. How does Julia Roberts get
that gorgeous, bouncy hair? What can you do
about your obsessive nail biting habit? Find the
answers to these buming questions and more on
this jam-packed site. Beautynet also offers a
weekly tip, archived stories, links to online shop·
ping and a mesScage board for sharing your own
tools of the trade. NC/ayton

olymplc-usa.org
This site's best feature? Oick on "Goodies· for a
video clip of all the sports at the games, including
demonstration sports. (When did windsurfing
make it to the Olympics, anyway?) The site also
serves as a mini-search engine for individual
sports: Click on "Squash" and hundreds of squash
related links show up. It's got more than just the
Sydney Olympics too: there's a recap of the
Atlanta and Nagano Olympics, and a preview of
the 2002 Salt Lake City games as well. KPowers

iJ ertip4theday.com

Lush Cosmetics
lushcanada.com
Stressed out from mid-terms? Exhausted after an
all-nighter? Or just trying to catch the attention
of that special someone? Lushcanada.com brings
to you the all-natural approach to health and
beauty. They've got everything from bath bombs
to solid shampoo. All herbs and no chemicals!
Prices are in Canadian dollars, so Items are not
as expensive as they appear. Order online or call
toll-free. It's The Body Shop without leaving
your dorm. EFeick

HEftlTH 6 fiTnESS
nutno
nutrlo com
If you are serious about losing weight, this site
wants to help. Their goal is to act as an online
support group. The Weight Loss Wizard lets
you customize a weight loss program; other
tools include a calorie burn calculator, an ideal
weight chart, and a body mass index. There are
also nutrition and fitness plans, and a marketplace of weight loss products. Plus the more
time you spend tooling around this site, the
less time you'll have for straying mto the
Dontos bag. BMucci

MDelano

u.s. Olympics Organization

Cyberttp4thedag
We all know of or have owned those little desktop calendars that you flip up for an inspirational
phrase or a quote. At cybertip4theday they have
taken that concept and tweaked it. Just sign up
for whatever lips you want, from golf to nutrition
to English as a second language, and you will
receive daily words of wisdom. Read them in
about a minute-there'll be a new one waiting
for you tomorrow! }Workman

nbcotymplcs.com

OLYmPICS
Sgdney2000
Jdn~>ylOOOfans.com

When was the dueling pistol event dropped from
the Olympics? What nation's abbreviation at this
year's games is BUR? Find out at this unofficial
Olympics web site. Featuring a comprehensive
list of all the sports played at the games, the
breakdown of the torch relay through Australia.
links to athletes' fan sites and medal and world
record trivia. sydney2000fans.com is a perfect
Olympic companion. Check out the image gallery
to virtually visit the Olympic venues, too.
(Answers: 1912, in Stockholm: Burkina Faso.)

EDITOR'S PICK
Study 24x7
study247 .com
Another missed class? Lost notes? Just con·
fused? Borrowing notes from a classmate, or
finding time to meet with your tutor, are
options that don't always work out. Study24-7
strives to be the help you need-a live, 24·
hour, 7 -day-a-week link for any educational situation. It's a warehouse of class notes (from
over 200 universities, colleges and high
schools), tutors, chat rooms, discussion groups,
educational games and school supplies/products. You can register for any of these and/or
you can sign-up to be a tutor or note-taker
(paid positions). This appealing site, heralded
by educators, students, and administrators alike,
is free to all users. MDoughuty

£Dionne
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Perfect for websurflng and email. Sign up for FREE Internet
access, or use your current ISP. Ethernet connection and s6k
modem included. Think NI C. It's the natural evolution of the

THE

NEW

COMPUTER

INTERNET
COMPANY

computer revolution.

To find out more, check out

www.thinknic.com or call toll-free

1.877.WANTNIC, and be one of the first to own the NI C.

1.877.WANTNIC

www.thinknic.com

50~

a minute

minimum per completed call

Stlte-to-Sblte AND ln-Stlte Cllll

No Motlttlly Feel

24 hours a day,
7 days a week

